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Abstract

Knowledge of stellar nuclear reaction rates is critical to understanding the cosmic origins

of the abundances of elements. In order to determine these reaction rates, accurate measure-

ments of nuclear cross sections are needed. This thesis presents the results of an experiment

to directly measure the neutron capture cross sections of 70Ge, 72Ge, 74Ge, and 76Ge. These

measurements were performed at the Los Alamos Neutron Science CEnter (LANSCE) using

the Detector for Advanced Neutron Capture Experiments (DANCE). This is the first direct

measurement for many of these isotopes across the neutron energy spectrum of 10 eV to 1

MeV using the neutron time-of-flight method. Maxwellian-Averaged Cross Sections (MACS)

were calculated from these measurements at the astrophysically relevant temperatures in or-

der to determine the stellar nuclear reaction rates. The results of this experiment are neutron

capture cross sections and MACS for 70,72,74,76Ge with uncertainties on the order of 5%. A

comparison of these values to the current evaluated cross sections in two databases is also

presented.

In addition to the experimental component of my thesis, a series of simulations were

performed in the pursuit of designing a next-generation ion trap named the BEtA-Recoil

trap (BEARtrap). BEARtrap was designed for β-delayed neutron emission studies. It is a

linear Paul trap surrounded by an array of MCP detectors and plastic scintillator detectors.

β-delayed neutron emission affects the abundance curves for heavy elements created in the

r-process, comprises a major component of nuclear reactor neutron fluxes, and has national

security applications. BEARtrap allows for a novel technique to simultaneously measure the

β-delayed neutron emission branching ratios and emitted neutron energy spectra by means

of β-recoil ion coincident detection.

vi



Chapter 1. Background and Motivation

1.1. Introduction

One of the great questions of physics is the origin of elements. Fusion provided the

answer to this question for light elements but was shown not to be responsible for the

creation of the heavier elements (A>56). These heavier elements are synthesized primarily

by two distinct neutron-capture processes. One of these processes occurs in asymptotic

giant branch stars and heavy main sequence stars. This is the slow neutron-capture process.

Measuring the neutron-capture cross sections for the isotopes present in these environments

is essential to understanding the origin of heavy elements. The first half of this thesis

will detail an experiment to measure the cross sections of a few such isotopes, namely the

stable isotopes of germanium. The other neutron-capture process is characterized by rapid

neutron capture and occurs in neutron star mergers and potentially other sites. The isotopes

produced in these events are very neutron rich and thus unstable. In order to understand

the stable isotopes that are ultimately produced by these neutron star mergers, it is critical

to understand the decay properties of the unstable isotopes that decay back to stability. The

second half of this thesis will outline the design and simulation of a next-generation ion trap

used to study the decay of neutron-rich nuclei.

This thesis is composed of 8 chapters. Chapter 1 explores the astrophysics background

behind the synthesis of intermediate mass elements and the motivation for the germanium

cross section measurements. Details of the experiments themselves including setup, detec-

tors, calibrations, and samples are presented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 outlines the data

analysis process for these experiments in great detail. This chapter will focus on the analysis

for 74Ge as an example, although the process is similar for all isotopes. Chapter 4 shows the

results of the 74Ge cross section measurement as well as a comparison to previously accepted

data where available. The results for the remaining germanium isotopes are presented in

Chapter 5. In Chapter 6 the discussion moves on from neutron capture to the physics of

1



Figure 1.1. Binding energies per nucleon for the elements[2]

β-delayed neutron emission. This chapter includes the background and motivation for study-

ing β-delayed neutron emission as well as a discussion of ion traps and their role in studying

radioactive decay. Chapter 7 details the simulation and design of a next-generation ion trap

dedicated to the study of β-delayed neutron emission. Finally, a closing chapter is dedicated

to summarizing the results of the neutron capture experiment and the progress on designing

and commissioning the next generation ion trap.

1.2. Synthesis of Elements Heavier Than Iron

Nuclear fusion reactions occurring in the cores of stars produce the light elements we

observe. The framework for these processes was outlined by Fred Hoyle[1]. As long as

the binding energy per nucleon of the fusion product is higher than that of the reactants,

energy is released by the fusion reaction as the star continues to burn. Figure 1.1 is a plot

of binding energies per nucleon for the stable elements. Stellar fusion processes can only

synthesize elements up to around the peak of this curve which is at 56Fe.

The question arises, how are the elements heavier than iron synthesized? A famous paper

called the B2FH paper (named after its authors Burbidge, Burbidge, Fowler, and Hoyle)

was published in 1957 that detailed the processes by which elements heavier than iron are

synthesized. They concluded that neutron-capture processes could synthesize heavy elements

in stars[3]. Neutron capture is preferred over charged-particle capture because the neutron

2



does not have to overcome the Coulomb barrier, which increases with proton number and

makes charged-particle capture highly unlikely at stellar temperatures. At closed neutron

shells, the neutron-capture cross section becomes very small compared to the cross section

between closed shells. Therefore, if heavy elements are created by a sequence of neutron

captures, peaks would appear in the isotopic abundance curves corresponding to these closed

neutron shells. While the expected peaks are present in the observed isotopic abundance

curve, the presence of a double-peaked structure (shown in Figure 1.2) implies that there

must be two distinct capture processes occurring. These processes are differentiated by the

timescale over which they occur. The slow neutron-capture process, or s process, occurs on or

very near the valley of stability. As a result, the s-process peaks in isotopic abundance occur

at the closed neutron shells as expected. On the other hand, the r process is characterized by

rapid sequential captures of neutrons. This process occurs in neutron star mergers and maybe

in other scenarios such as core-collapse supernovae. The rapid capture of neutrons produces

isotopes that are very neutron rich and these isotopes accumulate in higher numbers around

closed neutron shells as mentioned before. When they decay back to stability, the result is

a shifting downward in proton number of the peak relative to the closed shell abundances

produced by the s process. These two processes explain the presence of a double peaked

structure in the observed atomic abundance curve.

Studying s-process nuclei is inherently easier than their r-process counterparts since the s

process occurs along stability. This means that targets can be made out of s-process isotopes

and their cross sections can be measured directly. With precisely measured neutron capture

cross sections of s-process nuclei, we can determine stellar reaction rates and produce reliable

predictions for s-process abundances. Certain stable isotopes are shielded from the r process

by other stable isotopes and are thus produced only by the s process. Figure 1.3 shows a

diagram of the s and r processes on a subset of the chart of nuclides. Here you can see

portion of the chart of nuclides showing graphically how s-only isotopes arise. These s-only

isotopes present important constraints to nucleosynthesis models. Aside from studying the s

3



Figure 1.2. Observed atomic abundances. Note the double peaked structure for elements
heavier than iron[3]. This suggests two distinct processes for synthesizing elements.

process itself, this also allows us to infer the structure of the r process. By subtracting off a

reliable s-process abundance pattern from the observed solar system isotopic abundances, we

obtain the expected r-process abundance curve. This abundance pattern will inform future

efforts to study the r process as facilities gain access to the neutron rich r-process isotopes.

When B2FH explained Solar System abundances, they attempted to model the s process

using what is now known as the classical s-process model. This simple model begins with

56Fe nuclei being irradiated by a neutron source and assumes that temperature and neutron

density are constant. By using observed s-only abundances, Clayton et al. showed that a

single irradiation of an iron seed is insufficient[5]. This problem was remedied by Seeger et al.

when they showed an exponential distribution of neutron exposures can accurately produce

the s-only isotope abundances[6]. The neutron density as a function of the time-integrated

neutron flux is then given by Equation 1.1

ρ(τ) =
G ·N�56
τ0

exp(−τ/τ0) (1.1)

4



Figure 1.3. A subsection of the chart of nuclides showing the reason for s-only isotopes.
Each nuclide has an s, r, or both depending on which process produces it. Note how stable
isotopes like 134Xe shield 134Ba from decaying r-process isotopes [4].

An analytical solution arises for calculating s-process abundances. Reaction flow, which

is characterized by multiplying the Maxwellian-Averaged Cross Section (MACS) with the

s-process abundances, is given by Equation 1.2.

〈σ〉(A)Ns(A) =
G ·N�56
τ0

A∏
i=56

(1 +
1

τ0〈σ〉i
)−1 (1.2)

Here 〈σ〉(A) is the MACS of isotope of mass number A, Ns(A) is the observed abundance, G

is the fraction of the observed 56Fe abundance irradiated, τ0 is a constant associated with

the time-integrated neutron flux, and N�56 is the observed abundance of 56Fe. G and τ0

are determined by fitting to observed abundances of s-process only elements. A plot of this

product is show in Figure 1.4.

The results of this study implied that there must be multiple components of the s process.

The abundance curve can only be explained by two radically different exponential neutron

exposures using the classical model. These two components are now known as the main and

5



Figure 1.4. The product of neutron-capture cross section and observed abundance as a
function of mass number[7]. The open squares are known s-process only isotopes. The
dark line represents only the main s process. The light line represents the abundance curve
generated by a weak and main s process combined.

weak components of the s process. The natural next step was to investigate potential sites for

these two processes. Käppeler, Beer, and Wisshak review the discovery of astrophysical sites

suitable to the main and weak components of the s process[8]. It was discovered that low mass

(1.5−3M�) Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars produced a suitable environment for the

main s process while high mass main sequence stars (8−25M�) host the weak component. A

combination of precisely measured neutron capture cross sections[9] and well known isotopic

abundances of s-process only isotopes[10] has resulted in a good understanding of the main s

process. On the other hand, the weak s process is more poorly understood for a few reasons.

A significant cause is the uncertainty in reaction rates surrounding the 22Ne(α, n) reaction,

which is the neutron source for the weak s process. Additionally, there are relatively few

s-only isotopes in the relevant mass region (60 ≤ A ≤ 90), which are used as calculation

restraints. Finally, and most importantly for this work, many neutron-capture cross sections

for weak s-process isotopes are either imprecisely measured or not directly measured at all[9].
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1.3. Germanium Cross Section Motivation

The less well understood component of the s-process is the weak s process and it occurs

in high mass main sequence stars (8−25M�). The s process produces roughly half of the ele-

ments heavier than iron and the weak component is responsible for synthesizing the elements

in the mass range from iron to strontium (60 ≤ A ≤ 90). Since the primary neutron source

for the weak s process is the 22Ne(α, n) reaction, it is important to understand the synthesis

of 22Ne. Peters outlines a series of stellar reactions that synthesize 22Ne from a 14N seed

which is produced in the CNO cycle[11]. These reactions are 14N(α, γ)18F (β+)18O(α, γ)22Ne.

Core helium burning provides the thermal energy needed to allow these reactions to proceed

peaking at approximately 2.5× 108 K. Once helium core burning ceases, the leftover helium

is used as the α source for the all important 22Ne(α, n) reaction. The temperature during

this phase is 3 × 108 K which means that the neutrons produced have energies distributed

in a Maxwellian distribution with thermal energy kT = 30 keV. Once the leftover helium is

consumed, there is 22Ne remaining, which will reignite during carbon burning due to the α

particles produced by the 12C(12C, α) reaction[12]. This takes place at a temperature corre-

sponding to kT = 90 keV. It might seem as though this would generate a source of abundant

neutrons for capture in the s process since a lot of 14N is produced by the CNO cycle,

however, the 22Ne(α, n)25Mg reaction is self-poisoning. Most of the neutrons produced by

this reaction are indeed captured by the resulting 25Mg leading to the limited mass range

reached by the weak s-process (60 ≤ A ≤ 90)[13].

Studies have been carried out to investigate how sensitive the relative s-process isotopic

abundances are to changes in reaction rates of other isotopes in the s-process path. The

results show that changes in the reaction rates of lighter weak s-process nuclei propagate

up the chain of heavier weak s-process isotopes and cause significant changes in isotopic

abundances[12]. This is because the neutron flux present in the weak s process is too low to

achieve reaction flow equilibrium[12]. Therefore, an accurate measure of the neutron capture

cross sections of s-process elements is critical in order to predict isotopic abundances. An

7



Figure 1.5. The effects of an arbitrary factor of two change in the 62Ni(n, γ) cross section
propagating down the line to the abundances of heavier elements[14]. A similar effect is
found for all weak s-process isotopes, including germanium.

example of the fractional change in isotopic abundance to a factor 2 change in cross section

as a function of mass number is shown in Figure 1.5.

Since every isotope along the weak s-process path affects the abundance of isotopes

produced downstream, the capture cross sections for all isotopes on the path are of interest.

Figure 1.6 shows this sensitivity[12]. This figure shows the fractional change in abundances

produced by nucleosynthesis calculations performed only 9 years apart with updated data.

The first thing to note is that the abundances change greatly with only a few years of

updated data. Second to note is the uncertainty of the abundances of many of these isotopes.

All stable germanium isotopes (70,72,73,74,76Ge) participate in the weak s process but 72Ge

and 73Ge were identified by Pignatari et al. as being of particular importance for new

measurements since only theoretical cross sections exist for these two isotopes. Although

measured cross sections exist for the other isotopes, making measurements with a consistent

and more modern setup allows us to improve systematic uncertainties. We also need samples

of each isotope for background subtraction purposes so we have measured the cross sections

for all the even stable germanium isotopes.
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Figure 1.6. Top: isotopic abundances after He core burning calculated by Pignatari et al.
(2010)[12] relative to that obtained using the Maxwellian averaged cross-sections (MACS)
for isotopes heavier than iron by Bao et al. (2000)[9]. Dark lines indicate maximum and
minimum yields from the rates used by Pignatari et al. The light lines indicate maximum
and minimum yields when a factor of 2 uncertainty for the MACS of the unstable isotopes
63Ni, 79Se, and 85Kr is included. Even and odd Z elements are distinguished by filled and
empty circles, respectively. Bottom: the same comparison but for just after C shell burning.
Figure from Bao et al. [9].
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1.4. High Energy Physics

Aside from the primary motivator (the astrophysical impact), there is another useful

application for these neutron-capture cross section measurements. There are currently ex-

periments being carried out to search for neutrinoless double β-decay (0νββ) of 76Ge. 76Ge

is a convenient isotope for this experiment because the sample material is also the detector.

The demonstrator experiment for this project is known as MAJORANA[15] and the final

iteration will be an international collaboration called LEGEND. This ambitious project is

an effort with a great deal of funding due to its scientific significance. 0νββ is a process

wherein a nucleus undergoes two simultaneous β-decays without emitting a neutrino. This

process is allowed only if the neutrino is a so-called Majorana particle, meaning that the

neutrino is its own antiparticle. Observation of this process would be vastly significant since

it would violate lepton number, a fundamental symmetry of the Standard Model.

The half-life of 0νββ in 76Ge is at least 1025 years. This corresponds to about 1 expected

count per year for their 1 ton sample[15]. Backgrounds are required to be extremely limited

and well understood so the experiment will take place deep underground. While the un-

derground environment heavily suppresses background from cosmic rays, there is a steady

background of muon-induced cosmogenic neutrons[16]. A major source of background for

LEGEND will come from these neutron capturing on 76Ge and a minor impurity of 74Ge. A

simulation of the cosmogenic neutron background expected in the LEGEND experimental

site is shown in Figure 1.7. A prominent feature is displayed near the region of interest

near 2023 keV corresponding to neutron capture on 76Ge. A precise measurement of the

74Ge(n,γ) and 76Ge(n,γ) cross sections are required in order to properly characterize this

background. As part of a collaboration, physicists working on LEGEND have supplied us

with a fragment from their detector crystal. This fragment, prepared as a sample for our

neutron capture measurement, is shown in Figure 1.8. A comparison of evaluated cross

sections to our measurements is presented later in this thesis to examine the impact of our

measurement on their background characterization.

10



Figure 1.7. Simulated cosmogenic background at the deep underground lab site for the
LEGEND project. Top: total spectrum of the background. Bottom: background zoomed in
on the region of interest for LEGEND. The peak around 2023 keV is produced by neutron
capture on 76Ge, which comprises the MAJORANA detector and sample.

Figure 1.8. Chip off of the MAJORANA detector crystal prepared as a sample for our
neutron capture experiment.
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Chapter 2. Neutron Capture Experiments

2.1. Overview

These experiments were conducted at the Los Alamos Neutron Science CEnter (LAN-

SCE) at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). At LANSCE, an 800 MeV proton beam

is produced using a linear accelerator. This beam is bunched into pulses using a proton

storage ring before being delivered to a tungsten target where neutrons are produced by

high energy spallation reactions. These neutrons are moderated by water moderators before

being delivered down various flight paths, one of which contains the equipment used for this

experiment[17]. A diagram is shown in Figure 2.1 of flight path 14 that was used for this

experiment.

At LANSCE, the neutron energy is determined via the time-of-flight method. The flight

path length and the neutron time of flight are needed to calculate this energy. The length of

the flight path is defined as the distance from the water moderator viewed by flight path 14

to the center of the Detector for Advanced Neutron Capture Experiments (DANCE) array

where the samples are placed. Details about DANCE and its operation are offered in the

next section. This distance is used to calculate the incident neutron energy. For a time-

of-flight method of determining neutron energy, the only remaining variable needed is the

actual time it takes to get to the sample. This is provided by two pieces of data: 1) a T0

timing signal provided by the beam operators for when the proton beam pulse contacts the

spallation target and 2) the time stamp recorded when either a detection occurs in DANCE

or in the downstream beam monitors. Since the neutron mass, distance traveled, and the

time-of-flight are determined, the incident neutron energies (which are less than 1 MeV) can

be calculated using the non-relativistic kinetic energy equation given in Equation 2.1.

En =
1

2
mn

l2FP
t2TOF

(2.1)

12



Figure 2.1. A diagram depicting flight path 14. Here, lFP is the distance from the neutron
source to the DANCE array[18].

Here En represents the neutron energy, mn is the neutron mass, lFP is the flight path length,

and tTOF is the neutron time of flight. The uncertainty in this energy is dominated by the

initial width of the proton pulse (250 ns) as well as broadening effects of the moderator. Two

independent uncertainties in the time of flight and the flight-path length can be propagated

to acquire the uncertainty in the neutron energy using Equation 2.2.

∆En = 2En

√(
∆lFP
lFP

)2

+

(
∆tTOF
tTOF

)2

(2.2)

A timing signal is generated to signify that a pulse of protons has impinged on the

spallation target. A window is generated during which data will be collected from DANCE.

The length of the window will determine the neutron energy range examined. For this

experiment, the energy range was chosen to be between 10 eV and 1 MeV.

2.2. Experimental Setup

In flight path 14 at LANSCE sits an array of 160 BaF2 detectors that form DANCE,

a nearly 4π solid angle calorimeter. After a nucleus captures a neutron, it de-excites by

emitting a cascade of gamma rays. The principle of calorimetry in the context of this

experiment is that the entire gamma cascade is ideally detected. The reason for this is

explained in further detail later in the thesis. Each of these gamma detectors views an equal
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Figure 2.2. A diagram of the 160 elements that form DANCE. The different colors represent
the 4 distinct crystal shapes[19].

solid angle from the center of the array. Two holes are left in the array to allow the neutron

beam to enter and exit. These 162 slots make up the entire detector array. A diagram can

be seen in Figure 2.2.

In order to detect entire gamma cascades, the concept of coincident detections must be

established. Two or more gamma detections are said to be coincident if they occur within a

range of times set by the experimenter known as a coincidence window. In the case of these

experiments, these coincidence windows have to be very tight to reduce dead time between

gamma cascades as much as possible and to reduce the uncertainty in neutron energy as

much as possible since its computation depends on timing. For this reason, BaF2 was chosen

as the detector material for DANCE due to its superior timing properties compared to other

scintillators. Of some interest in these experiments is the multiplicity of gamma rays detected

within a coincidence window. This is merely the number of gamma rays detected as a single

capture event and it is discussed at length in the analysis section.

Three types of beam monitors are placed downstream from DANCE. They are used to

determine the neutron flux seen by the targets. The three detectors are a 3He proportional

counter, 6LiF converter foil paired with a silicon detector, and a 235U fission chamber. Each of
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these detectors are used to monitor neutrons of different energies: 3He for thermal neutrons,

6LiF for En ≤ 3 keV, and 235U for En ≥ 3 keV. For the purpose of this experiment, the 3He

monitor was unused since thermal neutrons were not of interest. The reason for the energy

region distinctions is related to the relevant reaction cross sections of the different detectors.

The cross section for 235U(n,f) varies greatly with many resonances below 3 keV, whereas the

cross section for 6Li(n,α) is smoothly varying with neutron energy. Above 3 keV, however, 6Li

has a large, broad resonance but an otherwise small cross section relative to that of 235U(n,f).

These beam monitor cross sections as a function of energy are shown in Figure 2.3. The

reason why the cross section difference above 3 keV is so significant is shown in Figure 2.4,

which shows the relevant reaction cross sections for the two complimentary beam monitors.

The count rates at higher neutron energy are already low but this is exacerbated by a few

strong neutron capture resonances in various beamline components that further reduce the

neutron flux at the target location. In addition to the high-energy resonances, there is

another between 200 and 300 eV that would not be discernible if not for the 6Li monitor.

2.3. Detector Calibrations

Timing differences between detectors are the first thing to be calibrated. Gamma rays will

often Compton scatter in one crystal and deposit the rest of their energy into another. This

fact is exploited to calibrate any timing difference between crystals. The timing calibrations

begin at one end of DANCE and are boot-strapped across the entire sphere pair-by-pair until

the entire array is calibrated. Because BaF2 is such a fast detector, coincidence windows

can be as narrow as ±5 ns. An example of the results of this time calibration are shown in

Figure 2.5.

Initially, DANCE is energy calibrated using gamma sources placed at the center of the

array where samples are placed. The gamma sources allow for a reliable energy calibration

using the same type of radiation to be detected in this experiment across a broad range of

energies. This calibration is subject change over the course of the experiment as gains shift

due to changes in environmental conditions and high voltage bias. Fortunately, the choice of
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Figure 2.3. CENDL-3.1 6Li(n,α) cross-section and ENDF/B-VIII.0 235U(n,f) cross-section.
235U is shown in green and 6Li is shown in blue

Figure 2.4. Raw beam monitor data from 72Ge runs. Data from the 235U fission chamber is
shown in blue and 6LiF foil monitor is shown in red. Note the resonances at high neutron
energies that highlight the need for the 235U monitor.
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Figure 2.5. Timing difference in ns between the reference crystal (chosen to be crystal 0)
and crystal 1. Crystal 1 was chosen arbitrarily as an example but a similar plot exists for
each crystal in DANCE.

BaF2 for the detectors has a secondary benefit for energy calibration. Radium is a chemical

analog to barium and as such, there is a small impurity of radium found in each detector of

DANCE. Since radium is an alpha emitter, this is a significant source of counts. These counts

can be differentiated from gamma detections using pulse-shape discrimination. Pulse-shape

discrimination exploits the different characteristic signatures produced by different types of

radiation for particle identification. Gammas detected in BaF2 generate very fast signals

whereas alphas generate relatively slowly decaying signals. Examples of signatures produced

by gamma rays and alpha particles are shown in Figure 2.6. These two can be differentiated

by defining short and long time intervals of the pulse for integration to differentiate these two.

As the names imply, the short integral is an integral over the early time portion of the signal

(∼100 ns) and the long integral is an integral over the entire decaying signal (∼1000 ns). In

a gamma event, these two integrals will return nearly the same value, but in an alpha event

the two integrals will return different values. Figure 2.7 shows a two dimensional histogram

generated by plotting results of the short integral vs the long integral. If gates are set around

the alpha events, these events can be used as a relative energy calibration performed on a

run-by-run basis. The peaks in the alpha spectrum are fit and these are used to apply minor
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Figure 2.6. Example traces of a gamma ray detection (left) and an alpha particle detection
(right) in the detectors of DANCE[20].

Table 2.1. The isotopic purity of the 6 samples. The first column shows where each sample
was prepared. The bold percentages denote which sample’s purity is being reported in each
line. The exception is the last line which corresponds to the purity of NatGe.

Germanium Sample Mass Fraction (%)
Preparation
Location

Purity 70Ge 72Ge 73Ge 74Ge 76Ge

ANL 70Ge Sample 95.85 4.09 0.04 0.02 -
ANL 72Ge Sample 0.29 98.2 0.29 1.04 0.18
ANL 73Ge Sample 0.005 1.36 96.34 2.29 0.005
LANL 74Ge Sample 0.01 0.16 1.9 97.53 0.4
MAJORANA 76Ge Sample 0.004 0.009 0.028 12.68 88.1
LANL NatGe Sample 20.52 27.45 7.76 36.52 7.75

corrections to the energy calibration for each run. An example of an alpha spectrum after

fitting is shown in Figure 2.8.

2.4. Samples

A number of samples were chosen for this experiment. The experiment took place over

two separate runs and the samples were procured before each run. The first experiment used

70,72,73Ge and the second used 74,76Ge. Table 2.1 shows the isotopic purity of the germanium

samples. In addition to the germanium isotopes, a 208Pb sample is used to assess the effects

of neutron scattering, and a 197Au sample is used for normalization.
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Figure 2.7. An example of a short integral vs long integral histogram generated from 74Ge
runs. The alpha events are outlined in red.

Figure 2.8. An example of an alpha spectrum in one BaF2 crystal after the fitting has been
performed for an energy calibration. The known alpha energies from the radium decay chain
are shown on the graph.
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Figure 2.9. The damaged 72Ge sample received at LANL. Two distinct layers can be seen
here and a few others are amongst the padding.

The germanium samples used in the first experiments were fabricated from material

supplied from Trace Isotopes as a metallic powder. The initial mass for each sample was 200

mg. The powder was then pressed at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) into cylindrical

pellets with approximately 5-mm radii. The pellets were shipped to Los Alamos National

Laboratory (LANL). Despite careful packaging, upon arrival the pellets were determined to

have been mildly damaged by the shipping process. The samples had splintered into flat,

layered disks. An example of the damage sustained by the samples is shown in Figure 2.9.

The pieces from each sample were carefully layered and sandwiched between kapton tape.

The components used to assemble the samples were weighed before and after the assembly

in order to determine the mass of material in each sample. Some pictures of the assembled

samples are shown in Figure 2.10. Care must be taken when assessing the quantity of sample

material that lies outside the central mass and was addressed using samples from the second

experimental run.

Two samples for the second run (74,NatGe) were fabricated at LANL using a slightly

different technique in order to produce solid samples that would better hold together. We

placed the powder samples in a press, compressed it in a clamp, placed the entire setup
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Figure 2.10. The reassembled germanium samples. Some turned out better than others. The
least important sample, NatGe (lower right), was assembled first and the most important,
72Ge (upper left), was assembled last. This choice paid off as the most important sample
wound up being the most intact.

into an oven, and pressed the sample under heat for 12 hours. Figure 2.11 shows the result

of a sample pressed using this method. These samples are of much higher integrity than

the fractured samples produced without heating. In order to determine the fraction of the

previous samples that are not within the central mass, we compare the signatures of the

fractured natural germanium sample to that of the solid sample. As mentioned previously,

the only sample that was not produced using this metallic powder pressing method was 76Ge.

This sample was provided by collaborators at the MAJORANA project as a small chip off

of their detector. Some finalized samples are shown in Figure 2.12.

2.5. Data Collection

The first component of the experiment was carried out over the course of 14 days in

January of 2018. Between 4 and 5 days of data were collected on the 72Ge sample, 3 days

on 70Ge, 2-3 days on NatGe, 1 day on 73Ge, and 1 day on 197Au. A significant amount of

208Pb data was taken from an experiment that occurred earlier in the LANSCE run cycle. A

similar time allotment for samples was chosen for the second component of the experiment.
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Figure 2.11. A sample of natural germanium produced using the heated press method. The
sample (darker) sits atop the piston used in the press.

Figure 2.12. Left: the chip off of the MAJORANA detector serving as a 76Ge sample. Right:
the cylindrically pressed 74Ge sample.
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Figure 2.13. The evaluated (n,γ) cross-sections for 70Ge, 72Ge, and 73Ge from ENDF.

About 6 days of beam time each were devoted to data collection with 74Ge and 76Ge, 2 days

were devoted to NatGe, 4 days were devoted to 208Pb, and 1 day of 197Au data was taken.

Earlier it was mentioned that NatGe was the least important sample, but more time was

spent collecting data for it than 73Ge. Germanium has 32 protons so 72Ge and 70Ge are

even-even nuclei. Because of pairing effects, this leads the neutron capture cross section for

73Ge to be much larger than that of 70Ge and 72Ge. As a result, much less time is required to

obtain sufficient statistics for 73Ge. For reference, the evaluated cross sections for 70Ge, 72Ge,

and 73Ge from ENDF are provided in Figure 2.13. These cross sections are calculated using a

combination of theoretical models and the limited experimental data for total cross sections

(both neutron scattering and capture). The spectrum shown has been generated by knitting

together two different evaluations, one for the resonance region and one for the unresolved

region. These evaluated cross sections are useful for estimating expected count rates and

relative influence of the different isotopes in a sample but are not actually measured directly.
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Chapter 3. Data Analysis

The analysis for DANCE is relatively involved. A few concepts regarding the data should

be explained before the analysis can be detailed. Because gamma rays often Compton scatter

in one crystal and then deposit energy into one or more crystals, neighboring crystals that

make simultaneous detections can be grouped as a cluster and treat them as likely a single

gamma-ray detection. The cluster multiplicity refers to the number of clusters that make

detections within the timing coincidence window. The sum of the energies detected from all

clusters is called Esum. The data is stored in a 3 dimensional histogram whose axes are Esum,

En (neutron energy), and Mcl (cluster multiplicity). It is instructive, however, to select a

subset of multiplicities and project onto the Esum-En plane. In Section 3.4 of this thesis

selection of the multiplicity range is described. An example of the resulting 2 dimensional

Esum-En histogram is shown in Figure 3.1.

Since DANCE is a 4π calorimeter, entire gamma cascades are detected. This means

that Esum spectra will differentiate reactions based on the Q value of the reaction. A few

examples of typical Esum spectra are shown in Figure 3.2. These spectra are acquired by

further projecting the 2 dimensional histogram obtained from multiplicity selection onto the

Esum axis. Because the detection efficiency is less than 100%, the Esum spectra exhibit a

peak just below the Q value and a sharp drop off above.

3.1. Background Subtraction

An important step in the process of analyzing this data was subtracting backgrounds.

Each germanium sample contains varying impurities of the other stable germanium isotopes.

Although the impurities are small, contributions from neutron capture on these impurities

can still be significant especially in neutron energy regions containing resonances. In addition

to isotopic contamination, additional background originates from neutrons that often scatter

off the sample rather than capture in it. Many of these neutrons are passively suppressed by
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Figure 3.1. Shown here is the Esum-En-Mcl histogram projected onto the Esum-En plane for
multiplicities 1-5.

Figure 3.2. A few example Esum spectra generated from the 74Ge data. The neutron energy
regions here have been chosen to display examples of various contributions in our data. Left
to right: 1) scattering, 2) 73Ge(n,γ), and 3) 74Ge(n,γ).
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a LiH shell surrounding the target location, nonetheless, some neutrons reach the detectors

and present a background.

Neutron scattering produces a slightly different signature in the data than neutron cap-

tures do. When neutrons scatter off the samples, they are not detected directly by the BaF2

but rather capture on the barium in the detector and cause gamma cascades of their own. As

a result, rather than seeing resonances at certain incident neutron energies as vertical lines

in the Esum-En as with neutron captures in the sample, we see horizontal bands (continuous

in En around Esum energies corresponding to the neutron capture Q value of various barium

isotopes. The main isotopes responsible for this background are 135Ba (Q value: 9.107 MeV),

134Ba (Q value: 6.973 MeV), and 138Ba (Q value: 4.723 MeV).

Various backgrounds can be subtracted off using the Q value for each reaction to discrim-

inate between background and data. In the absence of pileup, no counts at Esum energies

above the Q value for a reaction can be attributed to that reaction. Thus all counts above the

Q value are from background sources whether from isotopic contamination or from neutron

scattering. Therefore, the data above the Q value for neutron capture on our desired isotope

can be fit and the degree to which each reaction contributes to the background below the

Q value can be determined. The various background contributions can then be subtracted

off using the scaling acquired by the fit. This procedure is applicable to backgrounds with

Q values greater than the Q value for neutron capture to be measured. These backgrounds

are subtracted one by one beginning with the highest Q value.

For demonstration purposes, the background subtraction process is outlined explicitly

from the 74Ge sample (Q value = 6.51 MeV). Using this procedure, 73Ge (Q value = 10.20

MeV) is subtracted first and then scattering (Q value = 9.11 MeV) next working downward

in Q value. The 2 dimensional histograms of Esum vs En are iterated through on a bin-

by-bin basis in neutron energy for both the sample of interest and the background sample.

Projecting each neutron energy bin onto the y-axis, an Esum histogram for both our sample

of interest and the background sample are acquired. With a simple ratio of integrals over
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Figure 3.3. Examples of this 73Ge background subtraction from data on the 74Ge sample:
Raw data (black), scaled 73Ge spectrum (blue), and 74Ge spectrum after background sub-
traction (red). Left: gated on neutron energies near 10 eV (away from all resonances). Right:
gated on neutron energies near a 73Ge(n,γ) resonances at 220 eV.

the relevant Esum regions, the background signature can be scaled to match what appears

in the sample of interest. Examples of the scaled Esum histgorams produced during this

procedure are shown in Figure 3.3. Note that oversubtraction in the high Esum sometimes

occurs but this has a negligible effect on the data in the Esum region of interest below the

capture Q value for 74Ge. The results of this subtraction are shown in Figure 3.4. Once

the 73Ge is subtracted, the same procedure is performed for scattering background using our

lead sample data. The results of that process for the 74Ge sample are shown in Figure 3.5.

In the case of the 74Ge example, the last remaining isotopes with greater than a 0.1%

impurity are 72Ge and 76Ge. Due to the lower sample abundance and smaller cross section,

the contribution from neutron capture on 72Ge at its peak cross section to the overall yield

is about 7% of the contribution from 76Ge. Thus 72Ge can be neglected. Since the Q

value for 76Ge is separated by only about 400 keV from that of 74Ge, it is difficult to fit the
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Figure 3.4. (Top) Raw Esum vs neutron energy data for the 74Ge sample. (Bottom) Same as
above after subtracting 73Ge(n,γ) background using the procedure described in text.

Figure 3.5. (Top) 73Ge-subtracted Esum vs neutron energy data for the 74Ge sample. (Bot-
tom) Same as above after subtracting scattering background using the procedure described
in text.
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Figure 3.6. Evaluated neutron-capture cross sections for 74Ge and 76Ge from the ENDF
database[21]. The prominent and isolated 76Ge resonance around 500 eV is used for peak
matching.

background in a bin-by-bin nature. Rather than proceed the same way as 73Ge and scattering

backgrounds, a different approach is needed. The contribution of 76Ge to the overall yield

in our sample can be determined by gating on a known resonance of 76Ge and finding the

scaling factor in a region where the contribution from 76Ge in the 74Ge data is enhanced.

Even though the energy resolution of the detectors cannot distinguish the resonances of these

two isotopes, evaluated cross sections help identify a prominent 76Ge resonance to find the

scaling factor. A comparison of the evaluated cross sections of 74Ge and 76Ge from the ENDF

database is shown in Figure 3.6. A suitable resonance for peak matching must satisfy two

conditions: 1) it must be a large resonance since the impurities in the samples are small, and

2) it must be isolated so that the overall yield in this energy region is dominated by neutron

capture on the isotope causing the background (in this case, 76Ge).
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Figure 3.7. Esum histograms from the 76Ge resonance used to find a scaling factor for
background subtraction. Note that the histogram from 76Ge has been scaled here using the
scaling factor determined for background subtraction.

In the case of 74Ge, we can see in Figure 3.6 that the best 76Ge resonance that satisfies

our peak matching conditions occurs around 500 eV incident neutron energy. We gate

on this resonance in neutron energy in both the 74Ge sample and the 76Ge sample data

sets, project onto the y-axes to acquire Esum histograms, and find a scaling factor for the

subtraction by integrating over the relevant Esum range. Figure 3.7 shows the peak-matched

Esum histograms from the 74Ge and 76Ge samples. Now that a scaling factor has been

acquired, the entire 76Ge Esum-En histogram is scaled using this factor and subtracted from

the 74Ge sample we are trying to measure. A comparison of Esum vs En spectra before and

after this process is shown in Figure 3.8.

Although we have used 74Ge as an example here, the process is very similar for all other

germanium samples, with one exception. This process does not work for 73Ge since its Q

value at 10.20 MeV towers over even the scattering background Q values. Some discussion
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Figure 3.8. (Top) 73Ge and scattering-subtracted data from the 74Ge sample. (Bottom) The
results of subtracting 76Ge from the top spectrum. The 76Ge resonance used to acquire the
scaling factor is highlighted with a red box.

is devoted to a potential 73Ge cross section measurement in Chapter 8 at the end of this

thesis.

3.2. Neutron Flux Determination

In order to make an absolute cross section measurement, the yields must be normalized

to the incident neutron flux for each energy bin. This is done using the information from

the beam monitors. Additionally, the neutron flux at the beam monitor location needs to

be normalized to the flux at the target location since the beam is slightly divergent. This

is accomplished by using a thin gold target. Finally, corrections to the cross section are

required to account for the use of thick targets. Thick targets attenuate the neutron beam

at certain neutron energies due to the large total cross section.

3.2. Gold Normalization

Two beam monitors that are positioned about 2 meters downstream from DANCE are

used to measure the neutron flux at their location; however, the flux at the beam monitors

differs from that at the target location. In order to relate the neutron flux at the beam
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Figure 3.9. Neutron flux at flight path 14 as determined by the beam monitors downstream
from DANCE.

monitors to the flux at the target location in DANCE, the cross section of an isotope with a

well-known cross section is measured using the flux at the beam monitors. Then by fitting

the resulting cross section measurement with the well known cross section, a scaling factor

that relates the flux at the beam monitors to the flux at the target location is obtained.

The isotope used for this purpose was 197Au. A few things make 197Au an ideal candidate

for this procedure. First, it has a peak cross section of about 27 kilobarns at a low neutron

energy resonance around 4.9 eV. The neutron flux at LANSCE, shown in Figure 3.9, is higher

at lower neutron energies. The combination of 197Au’s large cross section and the location

of this resonance at low neutron energy results in high statistics for this measurement.

Consequently, we can use a very thin target and eliminate the need for corrections for self-

shielding. The target used in this experiment was 5 kÅ thick as determined by Rutherford

back scattering.

The cross section, σAun,γ, is calculated using the following formula where ε is the efficiency

of detecting gamma rays after a neutron capture, Φ is the time-integrated neutron flux, NAu

is the number of gold atoms in the target, and Y Au
n,γ is the neutron capture yield:
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σn,γ =
1

εΦ

Y Au
n,γ

NAu

(3.1)

Making this measurement requires some analysis, specifically acquiring the proper capture

yield. First, backgrounds need to be subtracted in order to ensure the calculated yield is

exclusively due to capture. After this subtraction it was discovered that there was a low

energy artifact in the background subtracted Esum spectrum. This artifact is generated

from retriggering on the tail of a legitimate gamma ray detection. In order to suppress this

artifact, a blocking time is introduced. For a certain time period following a trigger, no

data is recorded by DANCE. This removes the low-energy artifact caused by retriggering

but develops the need for a dead time correction. Once a correction for dead-time is made,

the capture yield and thus the cross section can be calculated.

3.2. Background Subtraction

Background subtraction on the gold sample data is more straightforward than with the

germanium samples. Unlike the germanium samples, neutron capture on impurities in our

gold sample form a negligible source of background. First, 197Au is the only stable isotope of

gold, so our stable sample contains no other gold isotopes. The only species in this sample

are the original 197Au and a small portion of 198Hg which is born from β-decay of the 198Au

generated by neutron capture on the original sample. This small impurity can be ignored

since the cross section for 197Au is roughly five orders of magnitude larger than that of 198Hg.

With this in mind, the background is expected to be roughly linear in time of flight so our

subtraction method will involve examining the background in the regions that neighbor the

resonance of interest at 4.9 eV (∼662 µs). By comparing the number of counts in the

neighboring time-of-flight regions, we can acquire a slope for our linear background in the

region of interest. A plot of this resonance in the time-of-flight regime with the background

regions marked is shown in Figure 3.10. This slope will be used to scale the background at
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Figure 3.10. Raw yield of 197Au in the time of flight regime. Neighboring regions used for
background subtraction are shown on either side of the region of interest.

each neutron time-of-flight bin in our region of interest so that a background subtraction can

be performed. An example of the Esum results of this subtraction is shown in Figure 3.11.

3.2. Suppression of Retriggering

After subtracting the linear background, a low Esum artifact was discovered that cannot

be attributed to background. It appears only in the time-of-flight region where the capture

cross section is large. If there is retriggering on the tails of legitimate gamma-ray detec-

tions then we expect a low energy signature to appear in the time-of-flight regions with the

greatest number of neutron captures and thus gamma ray detections. This matches well

with the low energy artifact we see. If this retriggering is indeed the source, the low energy

artifact can be suppressed with the introduction of a blocking time in the data processing

software. For a short time after a detection, we merely reject all other triggers that occur in

DANCE. Background subtracted Esum spectra using a variety of blocking times are shown

in Figure 3.12. Note that the introduction of a blocking time of 1000 ns fully suppresses

this retriggering phenomenon. It is important to suppress this low energy artifact because

the efficiency of DANCE is roughly 100% to detect at least 150 keV of the gamma cascade
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Figure 3.11. Results of the background subtraction for the gold sample. Includes the raw
data, background scaled using our linear background assumption, and the results of the
subtraction. Note: these spectra include the blocking time introduced in the section 3.2.3

following a neutron capture. So it is important to be able to confidently say that all of the

counts, even at low Esum energies, come from neutron capture and not some background or

this low energy artifact.

With the introduction of a blocking time comes a need for one final correction to our

gold data. During the blocking time DANCE vetoes all signals including legitimate capture

events. A correction to the overall capture yield is applied to make up for the expected

number of real capture events that occur during the blocking time and are thus discarded.

If we consider the observed count rate per time of flight bin, C ′n, to be a function of the

total number of counts, Nc, and the number of beam pulses, Nt0 then we can use the process

outlined by Jandel et al.[22] to account for dead time. The real count rate, Cn, with a dead

time of τB can be calculated using:

Cn = − ln

(
1− C ′n

1− dn

)
, where dn =

τB
δt∑

m=n−1

C ′m (3.2)
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Figure 3.12. Background subtracted Esum spectra using blocking times varying from 0-1000
ns. Note that the disappearance of the low energy artifact lends credence to the hypothesis
that the artifact was born out of retriggering on legitimate gamma detections.

where δt is the time-of-flight bin width and Cn is the real count rate. A ratio of Cn/C
′
n

can be calculated using this formula for each time-of-flight bin in order to correct for the

events lost during dead time. A plot of this ratio vs neutron energy is shown in Figure 3.13.

As one might expect, away from the capture resonance region where the event rate is low

the correction for dead time is correspondingly low. Likewise the correction increases as the

cross section, and thus event rate, increases. This results in a peak correction factor of about

11%.

With this correction factor we have accounted for all backgrounds and idiosyncrasies to

acquire a clean neutron capture yield in our gold sample. Now we can readily calculate the

cross section using Equation 3.3 where YAu is the background subtracted yield from the gold

target, d is the dead time correction factor, and σBM and YBM are the cross section and

yield of the beam monitor, respectively;

σAu = d
YAu
NAu

σBM
YBM .

(3.3)
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Figure 3.13. Dead time correction for the time-of-flight region corresponding to the 4.9 eV
gold resonance.

Recall that this value represents the cross section of 197Au using the neutron flux at

the location of the beam monitors. This measured neutron flux differs from the flux at the

target location by some multiplicative factor due to the divergence of the neutron beam.

This factor carries over to our cross section measurement as well, so the next step is to fit

our gold measurement to the well-known cross section. The multiplicative factor derived

from this fit will ultimately relate the neutron flux at the beam monitors to the flux at the

target location. The result of this fit is shown in Figure 3.14. The uncertainty from this fit

is given by the output of the MIGRAD algorithm used to perform the fit. This uncertainty

is negligible in comparison to the 4% uncertainty in gold atoms which is the dominating

uncertainty for this particular measurement.

3.3. Thick-Target Corrections

The germanium samples used in these experiments are not exquisitely thin like the gold

sample. Because of smaller cross sections, targets were made to be substantially thicker.

A typical thickness for these samples was approximately 3 mm. With this thickness, on

certain strong resonances neutrons can be scattered by the target and never reach the beam
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Figure 3.14. A comparison of the well known 197Au cross section to that measured in this
experiment. This is the result of fitting the multiplicative factor to match the measured
cross section to the well-known values.

monitors to be included in neutron flux measurement. Corrections to the flux must be made

to account for this attenuation effect. The number of neutrons attenuated in the target, dN ,

is a function of the number of incident neutrons, N , the total cross section, σtot, and the

target thickness dx given in units of atoms per barn:

dN = −Nσtotdx. (3.4)

Using this equation we can derive the number of unreacted neutrons at a given location x

inside the sample:

N(x) = N0e
−σtotx, where N0 = N(0). (3.5)

By examining the neutron transmission through our sample, we can define parameters

corresponding to an effective area and effective thickness of our target. Our samples have

a diameter of 5 mm, and the beam has a diameter of about 1 cm at the target location.
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Figure 3.15. A schematic detailing the breakdown of neutrons detected by the beam moni-
tors. Note: schematic not to scale.

Consider the number of neutrons detected by the beam monitors, NBM , to be a function of

the neutrons transmitted through our target, N(τ), and neutrons that missed the target, N0.

Using equation 3.5, we arrive at the following equation for the number of neutrons detected

by the beam monitors:

NBM = αN0 + βN(τ) = N0(α + βe−σtotτ ) (3.6)

Figure 3.15 shows a schematic of neutrons being attenuated by the target, where α

represents the portion of neutrons that miss the target, τ represents the target thickness,

and β is related to the effective area Aeff . Mathematically, β ≈ Aeff
Abeam−Aeff

. We can use the

evaluated total cross section from ENDF [21] to find the neutron energy with the highest

transmission probability. At this neutron energy we can determine a normalization constant

to relate NBM to N0 which allows us to simplify Equation 3.6 using α = 1 − β. With this

simplification we arrive at the following equation:

fa =
NBM

N0

= 1− β + βe−σtotτ (3.7)

In order to determine the β and τ parameters, we fit this curve determined by the

evaluated total cross section to our experimental data around the largest resonance. For

our 74Ge example this takes place right around 5 keV neutron energy. Effectively, the β
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Figure 3.16. The fit for β and τ to the experimental data for 74Ge. This is the most defined
and prominent resonance in the 74Ge total cross section and makes an ideal fitting candidate.

parameter determines the depth of resonances and the τ parameter determines the width.

The fitted data points for our 74Ge sample are shown in Figure 3.16.

In this case, the fit determined parameter values of β = 0.33±0.13 and τ = 0.0028±0.0019

barns−1. Knowing that β ≈ Aeff
Abeam−Aeff

and that our neutron beam profile is roughly constant

with a diameter of 1 cm at the target location, we can calculate the effective area of our

target. For the example of 74Ge, we find that the effective area is Aeff = 0.194± 0.06 cm2.

This effective area both agrees with our measured sample area of 0.196 cm2 and falls entirely

within the effective beam area of 0.785 cm2. The broader results of this fitting process for

74Ge are shown in Figure 3.17. As Figure 3.18 shows, the neutron transmission corrections

are actually quite small in the astrophysically relevant energies of 30 and 90 keV, so these

corrections will make a relatively small impact to the Maxwellian-averaged cross sections.

As such, the important results of these calculations are confirmations that the sample had

a realistic effective area and was completely within the homogeneous section of our neutron

beam.
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Figure 3.17. The overall results of the fit of β and τ in the transmission probability including
the experimental data for 74Ge.

Figure 3.18. A broad spectrum of the neutron transmission corrections for our 74Ge sample.
The two vertical lines correspond to the astrophysically relevant neutron energies at 30 and
90 keV.
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Figure 3.19. Background subtracted Esum spectrum centered on a capture resonance for
72Ge. Around 3 MeV the Esum tail becomes less well behaved because of a low signal-to-
background ratio in the low Esum energy range. This region is excluded in the final analysis
and requires efficiency corrections.

3.4. Detector Efficiency

Recall that in the case of gold normalization, the efficiency of DANCE is very nearly

100%. This is unfortunately not the case for the germanium data because of a low signal-

to-background ratio in the low Esum energy region. This feature is displayed in an example

Esum spectrum from 72Ge shown in Figure 3.19.

When integrating over Esum histograms to calculate the yield, a restricted subset of

energies must be chosen that excludes the low-energy region compromised by the background

subtraction. We choose a lower edge Esum cutoff energy and then integrate to the Q value

for the reaction to acquire the yield. Since we are calculating the yield from only a portion

of the region containing real events, our adjusted efficiency must be calculated. This is done

using a suite of simulation software made up of two components: DICEBOX and Geant4.

DICEBOX is an algorithm used for generating gamma cascades from neutron capture[23].

A chosen excitation energy, called Ecrit, is determined, below which all level information is

well known. For excitation energies above Ecrit where level information is missing, a random

discretization of a continuous level density model is used to approximate the levels. The
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gamma cascades generated by DICEBOX are then used as input for a Geant4 simulation.

Geant4 is used to model the detection of the simulated gamma cascade by DANCE. By

applying the same multiplicity and Esum cuts to the simulated data, we determined the

efficiency of detecting a gamma ray from neutron capture in our restricted Esum range.

In order to produce accurate simulations of neutron capture on germanium nuclei, we

collaborated with physicists at Charles University in Prague, Czech Republic who model

the level schemes of nuclei for DICEBOX simulations[24]. Parameters used for the input

to DICEBOX are determined by comparing the energy distribution of gamma rays for dif-

ferent cluster multiplicities. Multi-Step Cascade (MSC) spectra were produced for capture

resonances of each germanium isotope. By gating on the Q value for the reaction, we can

suppress all backgrounds for this data. These show the energy distribution of gamma rays

for a given multiplicity and inform the choice of the level density model for input to the

DICEBOX simulations. A preliminary example of several such distributions is shown in

Figure 3.20.

The output for DICEBOX is used to model the detection response of DANCE in a Geant4

simulation. Using this method, the effect of different Esum cutoff energies on the efficiency

correction was investigated. A plot of these corrections calculated for a similar experiment is

shown in Figure 3.21[25]. As expected, higher cutoff energies lead to lower efficiencies. Thus

the cutoff energies were chosen to be as low as possible while still omitting the compromised

lower energy region. Additionally, the shape of the Esum spectrum on different resonances

depends on the spin-parity of the level being populated. An important result of previous

simulation efforts was showing that inclusion of multiplicity 1 events removes the efficiency’s

dependence on the spin-parity of the populated state[25]. Removing the efficiency’s depen-

dence on spin-parity is crucial so that one efficiency correction can be applied across the

neutron energy spectrum.
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Figure 3.20. A preliminary comparison of MSC spectra for 72Ge. The red curves are Q value
gated data and the gray shadows show the spectra generated using DICEBOX. The width
of the DICEBOX curves show the uncertainty in the simulations.

Figure 3.21. Efficiency corrections vs minimum Esum calculated for 68Zn(n,γ) by Kevin
Macon[25]. The vertical bars show the uncertainty of the efficiency result.
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Chapter 4. Cross Section Results

First recall the equation needed to calculate the neutron capture cross section in a

DANCE experiment:

σn,γ =
1

εκfa

Yn,γ
NGe

σBM
YBM

. (4.1)

Here ε is the detection efficiency for the energy cuts as determined by simulation, κ is

the neutron flux normalization factor, fa is the thick-target correction factor, σBM and

YBM are the cross section and yield of the beam monitors, respectively, Yn,γ is the back-

ground subtracted DANCE yield, and NGe is the number of germanium atoms. Using the

measured neutron-capture cross sections, Maxwellian-averaged cross sections (MACS) were

determined. MACS are essential to determining the stellar reaction rate of an s-process

isotope, so a comparison of this work to current evaluated MACS is also presented. As

with any scientific measurement, proper calculation and propagation of error is essential to

achieve correct and meaningful results. The uncertainties in the cross-section measurements

come from a few sources. First, the uncertainty in the counts recorded by both DANCE

and the beam monitors are calculated assuming Poisson statistics. There is also uncertainty

associated with the flux normalization factor, which is dominated by the uncertainty in the

number of gold atoms determined through Rutherford scattering. Finally, there is uncer-

tainty associated with the efficiency calculations. For these cross section measurements, the

efficiency calculation dominates the overall uncertainty.

Figure 4.1 shows the neutron capture cross section for 74Ge measured in this work com-

pared to the evaluated cross section made by Iwamoto et al. in the ENDF database[26].

This evaluated cross section is divided into two regions at 6 keV neutron energy. Below 6

keV is known as the resonance region. The cross section was evaluated using Breit-Wigner

formalism where resonance energies and widths were modified to reproduce the measured

total cross section of natural germanium. From neutron energies above 6 keV the evaluated
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Figure 4.1. Neutron capture cross section of 74Ge compared to the ENDF/B-III.0 evaluated
cross section from the NNDC database.

cross section is calculated using an optical model fit to the previously available experimental

data. The neutron energy resolution of the evaluated cross sections presented in this thesis

were broadened using the R-matrix code SAMMY[27][28]. Note that portions of this mea-

surement where the cross section is small have comparatively large uncertainties. This is

due largely to the lower statistics in these regions. However, these regions do not contribute

significantly to the Maxwellian-averaged cross section since it will be dominated by the res-

onances and the neutron energy regions closer to the astrophysically relevant energy regions

(kT = 30 keV and kT = 90 keV).

The energies of neutrons in a stellar environment is described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution dependent on the temperature. By folding the Maxwellian-distributed neutron

energies with the measured neutron-capture cross section, a Maxwellian-averaged cross sec-

tion is calculated. This value is used in astrophysical models to produce s-process abundance

curves. The MACS is calculated using the following equation:
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Table 4.1. A comparison of this work to previous values for MACS with kT energies ranging
from 5 keV to 100 keV for 74Ge.

74Ge MACS Comparison
kT (keV) This Work 〈σν〉

(mb)
NNDC[21] 〈σν〉
(mb)

KADoNiS[29]
〈σν〉 (mb)

5 92.2 ± 22.9 120.3 106
10 61.2 ± 7.9 86.6 70.2
20 43.1 ± 2.7 58.0 46.9
30 37.1 ± 1.9 45.5 37.6 ± 3.9
40 34.1 ± 1.6 38.5 32.6
50 32.2 ± 1.4 33.89 29.0
60 30.9 ± 1.3 30.7 26.3
70 29.9 ± 1.2 28.4
80 29.1 ± 1.1 26.6 23.4
90 28.5 ± 1.1 25.1
100 27.9 ± 1.0 24.0 22.0

〈σν〉 =
2√
π

1

(kT )2

∫ ∞
0

σ(En)Ene
−En/kTdEn

≈ 2√
π

1

(kT )2

b∑
a

σEnEne
−En/kT δEn

(4.2)

This approximation is necessary since our results give the neutron capture cross section in

discrete points as opposed to a continuous function of energy. Additionally the cross sections

were measured in the energy region of 10 eV to 1 MeV, rather than across all possible energies.

Nonetheless, this approximation is a very good one because the vast majority of neutrons at

the astrophysically relevant temperatures will have energies well within this range. MACS

were calculated for kT energies ranging from 20 keV to 100 keV using our measured neutron

capture cross section. A comparison between this work and previous values from National

Nuclear Data Center (NNDC)[21] and Karlsruhe Astrophysical Database of Nucleosynthesis

in Stars (KADoNiS)[29] is provided in Table 4.1.

A few notable conclusions can be drawn by comparing these values. First, MACS calcu-

lated using this work generally agree with the KADoNiS values but have smaller uncertain-

ties. Recall that a main motivation for performing these measurements was to reduce the
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uncertainty in s-process abundance predictions. Second, we can see that both the NNDC and

the KADoNiS values seem to be more heavily dependent on kT. In the case of KADoNiS,

the only directly measured MACS was at 30 keV using the activation technique. The other

reported values are inferred rather than directly measured[30]. The NNDC values are based

on theoretical models and limited experimental cross section data at high energies. Since

we performed a direct measurement of the neutron capture cross section via the neutron

time-of-flight method, our calculated MACS do not rely on this extrapolation method to

acquire values at different thermal energies. This is particularly important for the MACS

at kT = 90 keV that has never been directly measured until now. Recall that the weak

s-process happens during two stages: helium burning and carbon burning. KADoNiS con-

tains measured MACS for helium burning at kT = 30 keV but this work is the first direct

measurement of the MACS for carbon burning at kT = 90 keV.
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Chapter 5. Results for Other Isotopes

The previous chapter showed only the results for the analysis process applied to our

arbitrarily chosen example isotope, 74Ge. The results for the remaining even-even stable

germanium isotopes are presented in this chapter. Figures 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 show the final

results for the rest of the germanium isotopes.

Figure 5.1. Neutron capture cross section of 70Ge compared to the ENDF/B-III.0 evaluated
cross section from the NNDC database.
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Figure 5.2. Neutron capture cross section of 72Ge compared to the ENDF/B-III.0 evaluated
cross section from the NNDC database.

Figure 5.3. Neutron capture cross section of 76Ge compared to the ENDF/B-III.0 evaluated
cross section from the NNDC database.
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Just like we did for 74Ge, once we determined the neutron capture cross sections the next

step was to calculate the MACS. The results of those calculations are shown in Tables 5.1,

5.2, and 5.3.

Table 5.1. A comparison of this work to previous values for MACS with kT energies ranging
from 5 keV to 100 keV for 70Ge.

70Ge MACS Comparison
kT (keV) This Work 〈σν〉

(mb)
NNDC[21] 〈σν〉
(mb)

KADoNiS[29]
〈σν〉 (mb)

5 158.9 ± 34.5 208 201
10 117.2 ± 10.0 155.2 145
20 89.2 ± 3.7 110.1 106
30 77.0 ± 2.5 89.4 88 ± 5
40 69.8 ± 2.0 77.4 75
50 64.8 ± 1.7 69.5 69
60 61.0 ± 1.5 63.8 63
70 58.0 ± 1.3 59.6
80 55.5 ± 1.2 56.3 55
90 53.4 ± 1.1 53.7
100 51.5 ± 1.0 51.5 49

Table 5.2. A comparison of this work to previous values for MACS with kT energies ranging
from 5 keV to 100 keV for 72Ge.

72Ge MACS Comparison
kT (keV) This Work 〈σν〉

(mb)
NNDC[21] 〈σν〉
(mb)

KADoNiS[29]
〈σν〉 (mb)

5 143.0 ± 16.0 101.5 199
10 97.1 ± 5.5 76.3 133
20 65.8 ± 2.8 60.5 91
30 54.3 ± 2.2 53.1 73 ± 7
40 48.4 ± 1.9 48.5 63
50 44.9 ± 1.7 45.2 57
60 42.5 ± 1.6 42.7 52
70 40.7 ± 1.4 40.8
80 39.4 ± 1.3 39.3 47
90 38.3 ± 1.2 38.0
100 37.4 ± 1.1 36.9 43
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Table 5.3. A comparison of this work to previous values for MACS with kT energies ranging
from 5 keV to 100 keV for 76Ge.

76Ge MACS Comparison
kT (keV) This Work 〈σν〉

(mb)
NNDC[21] 〈σν〉
(mb)

KADoNiS[29]
〈σν〉 (mb)

5 70.0 ± 56.6 32.6 58
10 40.7 ± 15 19.2 39.8
20 25.2 ± 4.0 17.3 26.7
30 20.3 ± 1.9 16.9 21.5 ± 1.8
40 17.8 ± 1.1 16.1 18.2
50 16.2 ± 0.8 15.2 16.3
60 15.1 ± 0.6 14.4 15
70 14.2 ± 0.5 13.6
80 13.5 ± 0.5 13.0 13
90 12.9 ± 0.4 12.4
100 12.4 ± 0.4 11.8 12.3

76Ge has the same story as 74Ge where the MACS reported by KADoNiS was measured

at kT = 30 keV using the activation method and then values were extrapolated across

the thermal energy range. 70Ge is the only germanium isotopes where time-of-flight data

exists. Walter and Beer measured the neutron capture cross section using the time-of-flight

technique in the neutron energy range of 3.5 to 240 keV in 1985[31]. We have expanded that

energy range massively down to 10 eV and up to 1 MeV. Additionally, our measurement

lowers the uncertainty on the MACS by roughly a factor of 2.
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Chapter 6. Germanium Cross Section Conclusions

The stellar reaction rate for each weak s-process isotope heavily affects the abundance

of isotopes produced downstream. Accurate measures of neutron capture cross sections are

essential to calculating these reaction rates and thus predicting the abundances of interme-

diate mass elements (60 ≤ A ≤ 90). The first part of this thesis details the measurement

of neutron capture cross sections for the stable even germanium isotopes so that accurate

reaction rates can be calculated for these weak s-process isotopes.

Each weak s-process isotope acts as a bottleneck for isotope production downstream. The

stable isotopes of germanium participate in the weak s-process and are thus important for de-

termining weak s-process abundances. There are 5 stable germanium isotopes, 70,72,73,74,76Ge.

Prior to this work, experimental neutron capture cross section data was available for only

70Ge and only in the neutron energy region of 3.5 to 240 keV. Additionally, experimentally

determined Maxwellian-averaged cross sections were only available for 74Ge and 76Ge and

only for the thermal energy of kT = 30 keV. The results of this work are neutron capture

cross sections ranging from 10 eV up to 1 MeV for 70,72,74,76Ge. Using these neutron capture

cross sections, MACS were also calculated for thermal energies ranging between kT = 20

keV and 100 keV.

6.1. 70Ge Conclusions

First, we examine the previous results from the two nuclear databases (NNDC and KADo-

NiS). Figure 6.1 shows a comparison of the MACS values from NNDC, KADoNiS, and the

values found in this work. First we see that the values in the two databases agree quite

closely. Both MACS are calculated from evaluations are based on an experimental measure-

ment of the 70Ge neutron-capture cross section in 1985 by Walter and Beer[31]. They used

a time-of-flight method and measured the cross section between 3.5 and 240 keV.

If we examine the evaluated cross section from NNDC we can see the cause of the dis-

crepancy in MACS between the databases and this work. Figure 6.2 shows a comparison
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Figure 6.1. A comparison of the MACS of 70Ge in this work to the evaluated values in the
ENDF and KADoNiS databases.

of the measured cross section from this work to the evaluated cross section in the ENDF

database. In the region between 3 keV and 14 keV, we see the evaluated cross section has

an enhancement off-resonance. As Figure 6.3 shows, this structure is completely absent in

the direct measurement made by Walter and Beer. Likewise, the feature is absent from our

measurement. This off-resonance enhancement leads to an overvaluation of the MACS in

the two databases compared to our direct measurement.

In order to make an apples-to-apples comparison, we broadened the neutron energy reso-

lution of the evaluated cross section to match the energy resolution of our experiment using

the R-Matrix code SAMMY[27]. SAMMY takes the resonance parameters from the evalu-

ated cross section which contain all of the physics information in order to adjust the neutron

energy resolution. As a product of using resonance parameters to perform the R-Matrix

calculations, the off-resonance enhancement is removed. This implies that the off-resonance

enhancement in the region of 3 to 14 keV is not based on the resonance parameters and thus

not physical. When we compare the cross section measured in this work to this SAMMY-

broadened evaluated cross section from ENDF (shown in Figure 6.4), we see much greater
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Figure 6.2. A comparison of the neutron-capture cross section measured in this work to the
evaluated cross section in the ENDF database.

Figure 6.3. The neutron-capture cross section of 70Ge as measured by Walter and Beer
(1985)[31]
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Figure 6.4. 70Ge cross section. This work in black and resolution-broadened evaluated cross
section in red (neutron energy resolution broadened using SAMMY R-Matrix code[27]).

agreement than with the unaltered ENDF evaluation. Additionally, when MACS values are

calculated using the SAMMY-broadened evaluated cross section we find great agreement

further suggesting that this off-resonance enhancement is non-physical. A comparison of the

MACS values from this work to those from the databases including the SAMMY-broadened

evaluation is shown in Figure 6.5.

6.2. 72Ge Conclusions

The most notable result of these experiments is that of 72Ge. Prior to this work no

experimental data was available for this isotope. In some sense this makes 72Ge the most

significant measurement performed in these experiments. For a graphical comparison of 72Ge

values with this work, see Figure 6.6. When we look at this work compared to the theoretical

values contained in the ENDF and the KADoNiS databases, we see that the ENDF values

are heavily favored by this work. The thermal energy dependence appears to be quite similar

for this work compared to the values in both databases.
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Figure 6.5. A comparison of the MACS of 70Ge in this work to the evaluated values in the
ENDF and KADoNiS databases including the values calculated from the SAMMY-broadened
ENDF evaluated cross section.

Figure 6.6. A comparison of the MACS of 72Ge in this work to the theoretical values in the
NNDC and the KADoNiS databases.
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6.3. 74Ge and 76Ge Conclusions

The MACS of 74Ge and 76Ge have been directly measured at kT = 30 keV by Marganiec

et al in 2009. The measurements were performed directly by using an activation technique

as opposed to calculated from a direct measurement of the neutron-capture cross section.

Marganiec et al exposed samples of NatGe to a neutron source using the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction.

This method simulates a thermal energy distribution for kT = 25 keV. Because the products

of these neutron captures (75Ge and 77Ge) are unstable, the MACS can be determined by

counting the activity of the samples after exposure to the neutron source. They then use

theoretical models and cross section evaluations to infer the MACS at other thermal energies.

These values are stored in the KADoNiS database. The values from the NNDC database

are from ENDF evaluated cross sections.

First we compare our results for 74Ge to those in the two databases. Figure 6.7 shows the

MACS from this work plotted with the values in the databases. We find great agreement with

the KADoNiS values at kT = 30 keV where the MACS was directly measured by Marganiec

et al, however, the dependence on thermal energy is different. A similar trend is seen with the

ENDF values and their thermal energy dependence. These discrepancies can be explained

by examining the neutron-capture cross section measured in this work. Figure 6.8 shows

a comparison of our neutron-capture cross section measurement with the ENDF evaluated

cross section. A glaring discrepancy between the evaluation and the measured cross section

is the transition point from the resonance region to the unresolved region. The evaluation

begins the unresolved region around 5 keV whereas the measured cross section clearly shows

defined resonances all the way up to approximately 15 keV. This results in an overestimation

of the MACS at lower thermal energies where more emphasis is placed on this region. On the

other hand, at high neutron energies we see an enhancement in the measured cross section

when compared to the evaluation. This results in the opposite of what we see at low thermal

energies. This behavior is clearly reflected in the MACS shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7. A comparison of the MACS of 74Ge in this work to the theoretical values in
the NNDC and the KADoNiS databases. The kT value for which the MACS was measured
directly via activation technique is highlighted with a black box. This value is only in the
KADoNiS database.

Figure 6.8. A comparison of the neutron-capture cross section measured in this work with
the evaluated cross section in the ENDF database.
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Figure 6.9. A comparison of the MACS of 76Ge in this work to the evaluated values in the
NNDC and the KADoNiS databases. The kT value for which the MACS was measured
directly via activation technique is highlighted with a black box. This value is only in the
KADoNiS database.

The MACS at kT = 30 keV for 76Ge was measured the same way as 74Ge. These

values are stored in the KADoNiS database. Just as before, the values from the NNDC

database are calculated from an evaluated cross section from ENDF. Figure 6.9 shows a

comparison of the MACS measured in this work and the values in the two databases. Our

measurement heavily favors the KADoNiS values. To explain the discrepancy, we once again

compare our measured neutron-capture cross section with the evaluated cross section in the

ENDF database. This comparison is shown in Figure 6.10. We can see that there are a

number of large resonances between 8 keV and 30 keV present in the measured cross section

that are absent in the evaluated cross section. These missing resonances make significant

contributions to the MACS especially at lower kT values. This leads to the discrepancy we

find between the ENDF MACS values and the measured values at lower thermal energies.

6.4. 73Ge Discussion

In this work we have measured the neutron-capture cross section of the even stable

germanium isotopes. Notably absent has been the stable isotope of 73Ge. Recall that the
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Figure 6.10. A comparison of the measured cross section from this work to the evaluated
cross section in the ENDF database.

background subtraction process outlined in this thesis requires that the background reactions

have Q values greater than the reaction of interest. The neutron-capture Q value of 73Ge

is greater than all the other reactions in this experiment so this process is not applicable.

Rather than attempt to make a measurement, we present some preliminary analysis and

discussion for this isotope.

Since the capture Q value for 73Ge (10.2 MeV) rises above all background Q values, we

can gate only on that part of the signal that lies above all backgrounds. This will allow us

to view a qualitative approximation of the capture yield which we can arbitrarily scale to

match the evaluated cross section in the ENDF database. While not a strict measurement,

we can make some judgements about the validity of the evaluated cross section from our

two databases. Figure 6.12 shows a comparison of the evaluated cross section from ENDF

with values from this work arbitrarily scaled to match. While this is not a measurement, we

can use this comparison to identify any potentially important flaws in the evaluated cross

section. We find generally good agreement with the evaluated cross section. Additionally,

we can compare the MACS values from this arbitrarily scaled cross section to those from the
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Figure 6.11. Esum spectra on and off resonance from 73Ge. Two vertical lines are laid over
the top to indicate the Esum cutoff energy such that the yield is free of background.
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Figure 6.12. A comparison of the evaluated cross section of 73Ge from ENDF with values
from this work arbitrarily scaled to match.

NNDC and KADoNiS databases. This comparison is shown in Figure 6.13. These values

do not constitute a rigorous measurement but this simple analysis should serve to bolster

the confidence of astrophysicists using the KADoNiS MACS values in their nucleosynthesis

calculations.
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Figure 6.13. A comparison of the MACS of 73Ge from the arbitrarily scaled values in this
work to the evaluated values in the NNDC and the KADoNiS databases.
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Chapter 7. β-Delayed Neutron Emission

7.1. Background and Motivation

β-delayed neutron emission is a process wherein a radioactive isotope undergoes β-decay

immediately followed by emission of a neutron. This is energetically allowed when the parent

nucleus β-decays to an excited state of the daughter that lies above the neutron separation

energy of the daughter [32]. A schematic diagram including example level schemes of this

process is shown in Figure 7.1. This method of decay has important implications for a

number of fields including the functioning of nuclear reactors, non-proliferation of nuclear

weapons, and the structure of atomic nuclei. Additionally, β-delayed neutron emission can

provide insight into the structure of atomic nuclei since it is a phenomenon that occurs only

in neutron-rich isotopes. Finally, the impact that β-delayed neutron emission has on the

synthesis of heavy elements is of particular interest.

When a nucleus undergoes fission, it splits into fission fragments, a few neutrons, and

releases energy in the form of gamma rays. If 235U captures a neutron and becomes 236U,

it can undergo nuclear fission and release more neutrons. Nuclear reactors exploit a chain

reaction of these nuclear fissions in order to produce heat. Since the reactor relies on a

steady supply of neutrons to be captured by the nuclear fuel, knowing both the magnitude

and the time dependence of the neutron flux present in the reactor is of critical importance

[33]. In addition to the prompt neutrons produced by the fission itself, the fission fragments

are neutron-rich nuclei some of which can undergo β-delayed neutron emission. As such,

researchers must account for their contribution to the overall neutron flux since the neutron

flux affects how a reactor operates.

β-delayed neutron emission also provides for a technique in detecting the presence of fissile

materials. A non-invasive method has been proposed by Slaughter et al. to detect nuclear

weapons in cargo shipments [34]. Playfully deemed “the nuclear car wash”, this technique

involves pulsing a beam of neutrons into the cargo shipments, which will induce nuclear fission
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Figure 7.1. A schematic depicting the process of β-delayed neutron emission[32].

events in any nuclear weapons materials. The fission fragments will in turn emit β-delayed

neutrons and gamma rays that can be detected and identified using conventional radiation

detector systems. This technique presents a few advantages. First, it can be performed with

minimal invasion since both the pulsed neutrons and the resulting β-delayed neutrons and

gamma rays easily penetrate barriers. Second, the β-delayed neutrons and the gamma rays

produce a signature that is unlike any typical backgrounds created by activation from the

pulsed neutrons. In order to use this technique, however, both the β-delayed gamma-ray

and neutron properties of fission fragments need to be known.

The astrophysical r-process, as opposed to the s-process, is characterized by rapid neutron

captures. These neutron captures occur on a timescale shorter than β-decay occurs and thus

the r-process can synthesize very neutron-rich isotopes. Towards the end of the r-process is

a freeze out phase where neutron density drops and rapid neutron capture ceases. During

the freeze out phase, the neutron-rich nuclei decay back to stability and produce the isotopic

abundances we observe in the Universe. The observed isotopic abundances from the r-process

are shown in Figure 7.2. The site(s) of the astrophysical r-process is currently unknown,
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Figure 7.2. Observed isotopic abundance pattern created by the r-process along with a
depiction of the r-process path overlaid on the chart of the nuclides [37].

however, the most likely candidates include core-collapse supernovae [35] and neutron star

mergers [36].

The role of β-delayed neutron emission in the r-process occurs primarily during the freeze

out phase. Without β-delayed neutron emission, the abundance peaks will be heavily cen-

tered around stable isotopes produced by the β-decay chains originating from closed neutron

shell nuclei. This is because nuclei with closed neutron shells have much smaller neutron-

capture cross sections. As a result, waiting points appear in the r-process around closed

neutron shells where a relatively high density of isotopes are accumulated [38]. Without

β-delayed neutron emission, these waiting point nuclei would simply undergo a series of

β-decays until they reach stability. Therefore, the abundance pattern around the waiting

points would be preserved. Figure 7.3 shows a comparison of the width of s- and r-process

peaks. The neutron rich, pre-freeze out r-process abundances exhibit imbalances due to the

binding energy differences of even-even, odd-odd, and odd-even nuclei [39]. These pairing

effects lead to a jagged distribution in the s-process and in the pre-freeze out r-process abun-

dances. The effect of β-delayed neutron emission causes a smoothing out of these abundance
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Figure 7.3. Observed solar abundances of the heavy elements. The r-process is shown in red
and the s-process is shown in blue [41]. Note the width of the peaks in the r-process and the
s-process. This broadening effect is due to β-delayed neutron emission.

peaks as the hypothetical, straight β-decay chain is broken a portion of the time [40]. A

comparison of the actual r-process abundances to hypothetical abundances in the absence

of β-delayed neutron emission is shown in Figure 7.4. In order to accurately predict the

r-process abundances we observe in the Universe, we must be able to account for β-delayed

neutron emission. An important step toward accounting for β-delayed neutron emission is

measuring the branching ratios of r-process isotopes.

In conventional experiments, the neutron energy spectrum and the β-delayed neutron

emission branching ratio (the probability of emitting a neutron immediately following a

β-decay) are measured independently using different experimental setups. For example,

Beta-delayed neutron measurements at RIKEN (BRIKEN) is designed to measure the β-

delayed neutron emission branching ratio [43]. In these types of experiments, radioactive

nuclei are implanted on a tape, they decay, and any neutrons emitted are moderated by a

plastic moderator and detected by 3He tubes. These experiments have high efficiency for

detecting neutrons but the moderation process removes all information about the neutron

energy spectrum. On the other hand, experimental setups like the Versatile Array of Neutron
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Figure 7.4. A comparison of predicted r-process abundances with β-delayed neutron emission
(blue), without (red), and the observed abundances (black points) [42].
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Figure 7.5. (a) an end view of a linear Paul trap with 4 plane electrodes. (b) side view of
an example linear Paul trap with electrode segments pointed labeled[48]

Detectors at Low Energy (VANDLE) have been designed to measure both the neutron energy

spectrum and the branching ratio simultaneously through neutron time-of-fight spectroscopy

[44]. Just like with BRIKEN, this experimental setup relies on direct neutron detection to

perform a measurement.

7.2. Ion Traps

Ions can be trapped using a combination of electric and magnetic fields. One such variety

of ion trap is the Paul trap [45]. Also called a quadrupole ion trap, this device consists of

two hyperbolic electrodes that function as end caps and a ring electrode whose center is the

trapping location of the ion cloud [46]. This configuration works by alternating the voltages

on the hyperbolic end cap electrodes so that the ion cloud oscillates between being pulled

towards the electrodes (elongated) and being pushed away from the electrodes (flattened

like a disk). A variation of this design, called the linear Paul trap, replaces the previously

described trapping electrodes with four axially-segmented plate or rod electrodes placed at

the corners of a square. Generally, the electrodes are segmented in three sections with the

outer sections replacing the statically charged ring electrode and the middle sections being

used to generate the oscillating quadrupole fields that were generated previously by the

hyperbolic end caps [47]. A diagram of this segmentation is shown in Figure 7.5.
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Linear Paul traps are particularly useful for studying radioactive decay because there are

gaps between the trapping electrodes in which various detectors can be stationed. These

detectors can be used to measure decay radiation from trapped radioactive ions. One such

ion trap is the Beta-decay Paul Trap (BPT) at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL). This

is a version of a Paul trap designed specifically for high precision β-decay studies [48].

7.3. Recoil-Ion Time-of-Flight Technique

A novel technique for measuring both the neutron energy spectrum as well as the branch-

ing ratio of β-delayed neutron emission was pioneered by physicists at Argonne National

Laboratory and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory that only employs detection of

the recoiling ion and beta. This bypasses the difficulty of direct neutron detection faced by

other experimental setups with similar goals. Assuming the trapped ion decays at rest, the

velocity of the recoiling ion is given by Equation 7.1.

vr = − 1

mr

∑
imivi (7.1)

This comes simply from conservation of momentum. vr and mr denote the velocity and

mass of the recoil ion and the variables denoted by vi and mi are the velocity and mass of

the emitted particles (beta, gamma-rays, neutrino, conversion electrons, etc.), respectively.

In principle, if a neutron is emitted then we must account for both the momenta of the

leptons and the neutron. However, since the mass of the neutron is so much greater than

the mass of the leptons we can neglect their electron’s contribution to the recoiling ion’s

momentum. We can see that a trapped ion that undergoes β-delayed neutron emission will

recoil with a greater energy than one that undergoes simple β-decay since the neutron is

∼2000 times heavier than the electron, which will allow their discrimination via time-of-flight

spectroscopy.

Two types of detectors are employed to perform these measurements. The first is an

organic plastic scintillator set up to be a ∆E-E telescope configuration. This is a common
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detector configuration used in nuclear physics consisting of a detector that allows only a

small amount of energy to be deposited (∆E) and one positioned directly behind it in which

the remaining energy is deposited (E). This allows for particle identification as different

types of particles deposit different proportions of their original energy into the ∆E detector.

The other type of detector used to perform this recoil ion time-of-flight method is called

a Microchannel Plate (MCP) detector. MCPs are made of a highly resistive material with

an array of microscopic holes that go from one face straight to the other. When a particle

passes through an electrically biased MCP, a cloud of electrons are produced that are used

to generate a signal. In the recoil ion time-of-flight technique, we detect and identify β-

particles detected in the ∆E-E telescopes and recoil ions detected in the MCP detectors.

Since the β particle travels so much faster than the recoiling ion, its detection can be used

as an initial time for the decay. The following detection of the recoiling ion gives an end

time so we can determine the time of flight. Since the recoil ion travels faster after a β-

delayed neutron emission than a simple β-decay, we expect to observe two distinct peaks

in the time-of-flight spectrum if a nuclide undergoes β-delayed neutron emission part of the

time. An example time-of-flight spectrum is shown in Figure 7.6. Using this method, we

can reconstruct the neutron energy spectrum using the time of flight and conservation of

momentum. Additionally, the branching ratio can be extracted by comparing the number

of counts in each time-of-flight peak. The number of counts in each peak corresponds to

the number of decays observed of each type. Thus we can measure the branching ratio, or

fraction of decays that a neutron is emitted in the decay of a trapped radioactive sample.

7.4. Previous Work

7.4. Proof-of-Principle Experiment

In 2011, an experiment was performed at ANL using the BPT to test the recoil ion time-

of-flight method to measure the β-delayed neutron energy spectrum and branching ratio of

137I [50]. A schematic of the BPT setup can be seen in Figure 7.7. 137I was chosen since it

is a β-delayed neutron emitter with a well-studied neutron energy spectrum and a precisely
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Figure 7.6. Recoil ion time-of-flight spectrum of 134Te and 135Te after β-delayed neutron
emission and β-decay respectively of 135Sb [49]. Figure adjusted from original to show only
the spectrum for 135Sb.

known branching ratio. Just as expected, two distinct peaks form corresponding to β-delayed

neutron emission and β-decay. This experiment determined that the recoil ion time-of-flight

technique was a valid approach by measuring the β-delayed neutron energy spectrum and

branching ratio. The results of this proof-of-principle experiment are discussed in Chapter

9.

7.4. First Campaign

The first research campaign using this technique started in 2013 to examine some pro-

posed improvements to the experimental setup and take advantage of increased beam in-

tensity using the CAlifornium Rare Isotope Breeder Upgrade (CARIBU) at ANL. The al-

terations to the experimental setup primarily involved detector placement and number of

detectors. These changes were made to increase the detection efficiency for beta and recoil

ion events. The number of ∆E-E telescopes and MCPs was increased from one each to two

each. They were set up on all four sides of the trap such that across from each MCP was a
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Figure 7.7. Cross sectional view of the BPT including electrodes and detectors used in the
proof of principle experiment of the recoil ion time-of-flight technique[48].

∆E-E telescope. This increases the solid angle of the detectors roughly by a factor of two.

A schematic of the new experimental setup can be seen in Figure 7.8. For this experiment,

134Sb was used because it does not undergo β-delayed neutron emission and was believed

to have a simple β-decay scheme. This makes it a good candidate to assess the efficiency

of this adjusted experimental setup. In addition to determining overall detection efficiency,

this experiment developed a technique used to determine the charge state distribution of the

recoiling ions [51].

The neutron energy spectra and branching ratios of seven β-delayed neutron emitters

were also studied in this first campaign with the BPT. Czeszumska et al studied 137,138I and

144,145Cs [52] while Alan et al studied 135,136Sb and 140I [49]. The conclusions of these exper-

iments are discussed in Chapter 8. With the development of these experimental techniques

it was determined that future work would benefit from a dedicated ion trap and detector

system being built for β-delayed neutron emission studies.
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Figure 7.8. Cross sectional view of the BPT configuration for the 2013 experiment. Figure
taken from Siegl et al [51].
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Chapter 8. Next Generation Trap Design

The goal for the next generation ion trap for β-delayed neutron emission studies at ANL

is a design that builds on the strengths of the BPT while minimizing its weaknesses. One

such weakness of the BPT is that the plate electrodes provide large surfaces for β scattering,

which must be accounted for in the analysis of any experiment performed using the BPT.

This problem can be reduced by using rod electrodes instead of plate electrodes, which

reduces the amount of material available for β scattering. An element of the trap design in

need of optimization is the size of the detectors and their distance from the center of the trap.

We investigated both of these using simulations to determine the optimal configuration.

8.1. Simulation Techniques

Our simulations of β-delayed neutron emission experiments use a suite of software in four

parts: a β-decay event generator code adapted from [53], SIMION [54], Geant4 [55], and the

analysis framework ROOT [56]. The decay code accepts a control file detailing parameters of

the decay such as the isotope, β-ν angular correlation coefficient, and charge state; a file that

details the level scheme of the daughter nucleus taken from the Reference Input Parameter

Library (RIPL) nuclear database [57]; number of decays; size of the ion cloud being trapped;

and a parameter to choose whether or not β-delayed neutron emission occurs. The program

outputs three files: 1) a master file outlining the initial parameters for all decay events, 2)

a SIMION input file, and 3) a Geant4 input file. The next steps can occur simultaneously.

SIMION is a software package used for simulating ion trajectories in electric fields generated

by static or radio-frequency electrodes. This software package is used to track the recoiling

ion and in particular will be used to simulate the recoil ion trajectories between the trap

center to the plane of the MCP detectors. The other leg of this simulation procedure is

simulating the interaction of β particles, neutrons, conversion electrons, and γ rays with

components of the ion trap and the detectors. This is handled by a Geant4 simulation that

tracks these decay products and simulates their physical interaction with all trap components
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Figure 8.1. Cross-sectional diagram of the ion trap and detector system used in the Geant4
simulations for a next-generation device for β-delayed neutron studies.

and detectors. A cross sectional view of one such Geant4 simulation is shown in Figure 8.1.

Once these independent simulations are complete, their outputs are combined together with

the master file to form a ROOT file containing all of the data.

8.2. Simulated Data

A large amount of information is dumped out of these simulations. The master branch

of the resulting ROOT tree contains information about the initial conditions of the βs,

neutrons, and recoiling ions including velocity vectors, initial positions, and time of decay.

The SIMION branch contains positions where ions make contact with anything in the trap,

kinetic energy at contact, and time of contact. The Geant4 branch contains energy deposition

information in the ∆E and E plastic detectors. From all of this simulated data, a few bits of

important information about the response and overall efficiency of the detector system can

be determined.
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Of particular concern are various coincidences between β particles and recoil ions. These

are broken into 180◦ and 90◦ categories based on which detectors are in coincidence. An

important metric used in these simulations is the ratio of 180◦ to 90◦ coincidences. This

value varies greatly between simple β-decays and β-delayed neutron emission. In simple

β-decay, it is much more likely to detect a recoil ion in coincidence with a β at 180◦ than

90◦ because the direction of the recoil ion is dictated mostly by the momentum of the β

particle. In β-delayed neutron emission, however, the likelihood of 180◦ and 90◦ coincidences

is roughly equal. This is because the direction of the emitted neutron is largely uncorrelated

with that of the β particle. Since the neutron emission dominates the recoil of the ion, there

is little correlation between the β direction and the direction of the recoiling ion. Thus the

180◦ to 90◦ ratio is very close to 1 for cases of β-delayed neutron emission.

Another use for this important ratio is determining the charge state-distribution of the

recoiling ions in the trap. This technique was developed by Siegl et al in the 2013 campaign

with 134Sb [51]. Ions with a higher charge state will feel a greater effect from the RF

electrodes. Therefore, by examining the overall dependence of β-ion coincidences on RF-

phase and assuming a geometrically decreasing charge state distribution, we can determine

the charge state distribution of the ion cloud. An example of the results of this technique

are shown in Figure 8.2. This technique requires β-decay only since ions recoiling after a

neutron emission have enough energy to minimize the effects of the RF-phase. The 2013

campaign used 134Sb as a calibration to determine the intrinsic MCP efficiency because it

exclusively undergoes β-decay with no neutron emission and decays to the ground state of

134Te approximately 98.6% of the time [58]. In future experiments, this technique can be

used with isotopes that undergo β-delayed neutron emission by simply gating on longer times

of flight associated with no neutron emission.

The β-neutrino correlation coefficient (abν) influences the observed 180◦ to 90◦ ratio. As

a result, simulations can allow us to determine the average abν of the observed decay. The

range of valid abν values is from 1 (perfectly correlated) to -1 ( perfectly anti-correlated).
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Figure 8.2. (Left) The effect of β-ion coincidence count rate vs RF-phase. (Right) The
time-of-flight spectra acquired by the RF-phase fitting technique.

If these two extremes are simulated and the resulting 180◦ to 90◦ ratios are used to fit the

data, then an average abν can be determined. So the simulations can be used to determine

charge state distribution and abν using the 180◦ to 90◦ coincidence ratio. In addition to

these important quantities, the ion cloud can also be determined using simulations. This is

accomplished via a simple fit of the time of flight spectra, which is shown in Figure 8.3.

8.3. Next Generation Trap and Detector System

The techniques discussed above have established a simulation suite as a powerful tool

for β-delayed neutron emission experiments using recoil ion time-of-flight spectroscopy. The

utility of simulations for ion trapping is not limited to analysis, however. The primary

motivation for my simulation work is to investigate the designing of a dedicated, next-

generation ion trap and detector system for such experiments. The main objective for the

new instrument will be to increase overall detection efficiency while improving precision of

measurements made with the recoil-ion method. This is often a trade off we face in detector

design. For instance, we can drastically increase detection efficiency by placing detectors

extremely close to the center of the trap, however, the precision of measured times of flight
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Figure 8.3. An example of fitting ion cloud size to time of flight data using simulations.
Figure from Ref. [59]

would be far too low to discriminate between recoil ions from β-delayed neutron emission and

β decay. We can eliminate this problem by placing detectors further away from the center

of the trap, but in order to maintain the same level of solid angle coverage, the detectors

would have to be made larger. There are physical as well as manufacturing limitations with

how large a detector can be so a compromise between detector size and distance from the ion

cloud must be made. Finally, a significant weak point observed in the previous experiments

was the β detection threshold. Lowering of the β energy detection threshold is a key objective

in the design of the new plastic ∆E-E telescope detectors.

8.3. MCP Design

When it comes to selecting a detector size, we have to consider MCP manufacturing

limitations. At the time of this writing, the largest MCP that can be reliably produced by

the manufacturer is approximately 100 x 80 mm2. Since we have a limit on MCP size, we

must simply choose a distance from the center of the trap that strikes a desired compromise

between solid angle coverage and time of flight uncertainty. This distance for the next

generation trap is chosen to be 65 mm. This is the furthest distance the MCP can be placed

from the center of the trap while simultaneously covering the entire solid angle width that
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the ion cloud can see between the rod electrodes. The ∆E-E telescopes actually have neither

restriction since plastic scintillators have neither the manufacturing limitation nor the time

of flight problem (βs are used as the time of flight trigger because they are the fastest decay

product that can be reliably detected and is present after each decay). For simplicity, the

distance for the ∆E-E telescope is chosen to be the same. This allows for the ion trap

chamber to have a square radial cross section and the detectors to be centered on the sides

as shown in Figure 8.1.

8.3. ∆E-E Telescope Design

Another consideration for the next generation ion trap is the design of the ∆E-E tele-

scopes. A few aspects of the previous telescope design can be improved. The previous ∆E-E

detector setup is a thin circular disk for a ∆E placed in front of a thick, cylindrical E de-

tector. One design that was investigated is a similar setup that replaces circular ∆E and

cylindrical E with square ∆E and rectangular prism E. This moderately increases solid angle

and opens the possibility for other upgrades as well.

A common occurrence in these trapping experiments is a neutron detection in the ∆E-E

telescope. Segmentation of the ∆E detector offers some worthwhile benefits in this field.

With segmentation of the detector(s) some position sensitivity is gained. The benefit of

position sensitive ∆E-E detectors is that neutron-recoil ion coincidences can be identified.

Since the path of nuclei after neutron emission is essentially a straight line, a position sensitive

∆E-E telescope combined with the already position sensitive MCP allows us to determine

whether the signals produced by the ∆E-E was due to scintillation light produced by a

neutron or a β. We investigated the degree to which this position sensitivity allows us to

screen for neutron detections. Finally, adjustments to the light guides were investigated in

an attempt to increase the light collection efficiency and thus lower the β detection threshold.

Simulations played a critical role in finalizing the detector design for the next generation ion

trap.
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Table 8.1. Detector size, distance, and solid angle comparisons between the previous setup
and two proposed configurations. The proposed configurations are identical except one uses
circular while the other uses square ∆E-E telescopes.

Detector Comparison
Generation MCP

Area
(mm2)

MCP
Distance
(mm)

Total
MCP
Solid
Angle (%)

∆E-E
Area
(mm2)

∆E-E
Distance
(mm)

∆E-E
Solid
Angle (%)

Previous 2116 52.5 10.2 8824 101 9.9
Proposed
(Circular
∆E-E)

6800 65 17.5 9852 58 14

Proposed
(Square
∆E-E)

6800 65 17.5 10000 58 14

8.4. Results

8.4. Detector Size

The first adjustment made to the detector system was increasing the MCP size and

adjusting the detector locations. Both adjustments were aimed at increasing the solid angle

that the detectors subtend and thus increasing the geometric efficiency of our detector system.

A comparison of detector sizes and locations between the previous generation ion trap and

the one being designed is shown in Table 7.1. The two proposed configurations for the

next generation ion trap are identical except one uses circular while the other uses square

∆E-E telescopes. The effect this has on solid angle is negligible so the choice of circle vs.

square was decided using other factors. Both of the proposed detector configurations provide

approximately a factor of 2 increase in solid angle coverage over the previous trap design.

This is expected to have a large effect on overall detection efficiency, however, in order to

determine the exact effect both traps were simulated.

We can come up with a few metrics to assess detection efficiency of these ion trap designs.

At a very basic level, we can determine the percentage of single βs and recoil ions detected

out of the number of βs and recoil ions generated. The increase in efficiency of detecting
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Table 8.2. A comparison of various detection efficiencies between ion trap generations. Sin-
gles are any time a particle is detected with no other consideration. β-recoil ion coincidences
are events where both a β and a recoil ion are detected. NOTE: no post-processing of MCP
events has occurred (i.e. their intrinsic efficiency is assumed to be 100% for the sake of
comparing results of solid angle differences).

Detection Efficiency Comparison
Generation β Singles

(Left)
β Singles
(Bottom)

Recoil
Singles
(Right)

Recoil
Singles
(Top)

180◦ Coin-
cidences

90◦ Coin-
cidences

Previous 6.70 % 6.75 % 5.09 % 5.08 % 3.62 % 0.29 %
Proposed 11.37 % 11.32 % 10.68 % 9.79 % 9.69 % 1.00 %

single events should scale directly with the solid angle increase in the individual detectors.

Additionally, β-recoil ion coincidences are of utmost importance to the experiments that will

occur in the next generation ion trap. It follows then that an important measure of efficiency

is the number of β-recoil-ion coincidences detected out of the total events generated. The

detector’s efficiency in detecting coincidence events reveals much more about the effectiveness

of a detector configuration for β-delayed neutron emission experiments. For a complete

picture, the single detection efficiencies are also determined but special attention should be

paid to coincidence detection efficiencies. A table comparing these various efficiencies is

shown in Table 7.2. Since the difference in solid angle coverage between square and circular

∆E-E telescopes is negligible, I have included only the efficiency calculations for the previous

generation and the proposed design with square ∆E-E telescopes.

I simulated 1,000,000 β-decay events of 134Sb with a 2+ charge state and an abν of 1

for both ion traps. Efficiencies are defined simply as the number of events detected as

a percentage of the total number of events generated. These efficiencies will be different

for different decay values and isotopes, however, they are useful as relative measures of

efficiency between trap designs. Recall that the proposed designs exhibit roughly a factor of

two increase in solid angle coverage for each individual detector. We observe a corresponding

factor of two increase in single detection efficiency between the previous and proposed designs.

Of particular importance is the detection efficiency of β-recoil ion coincidences and here we
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see a significant result. The increase in detection efficiency did not scale directly with

increased solid angle coverage like we expected for the single events. Rather than a factor

of two increase, we actually see about a factor of three increase in the coincidence detection

efficiency. This is due to a kinematic focusing effect for fast recoils and is highly encouraging

for the performance of the next generation trap.

8.4. Segmentation

The next adjustment to be investigated was segmentation as a means to screen neutron

detections. The purpose of the ∆E-E telescope is to detect β particles to be used as a

trigger for the decay. Neutrons will occasionally deposit energy in the plastic detectors,

which leaves a signature similar to β particles. This contributes to the background observed

in these experiments. Segmenting the plastic ∆E detector allows us to identify most of these

neutron detections in the plastic detectors.

The principle of rejecting neutron detections using segmented plastic is simple. Ions

recoiling as a result of β-decay are much slower than those recoiling as a result of neutron

emission. Slower ions are more heavily perturbed by the RF fields produced by the trap.

Therefore, the location of ion detection on the MCP should not be correlated with the

location of β detection in the plastic detector. In the case of a neutron-ion coincidence,

however, the ion is only weakly perturbed by the RF fields. Since the path of the neutron

and the path of the ion are back-to-back, the locations of the neutron and ion detections are

highly correlated. With simulation work, we can examine the extent to which this expected

behavior can be exploited in order to identify neutron-ion coincidences.

For this investigation, the ∆E detector was segmented into four even portions corre-

sponding to the four traditional quadrants in the Cartesian coordinate system. In order

to determine how strong the expected neutron-ion correlation (or conversely, how weak the

β-ion correlation) is, we can examine the detection location of the ion on the MCP when a

detection is made in each quadrant of the segmented ∆E. Figure 8.4 shows the ion detection

locations in 4 separate charts corresponding to the four quadrants for β and neutron detec-
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Figure 8.4. Ion detection locations for β (left) and neutron (right) detections in the 4 ∆E
segments. The RF fields in the trap effectively destroy location correlation for the slowly
recoiling ions associated with simple β decay whereas those associated with neutron emission
have a strongly preserved path [60].

tions. What we see is a heavy correlation between neutron-ion detection locations and no

correlation in the β-ion case. This is exactly what we expected and appears to be a signif-

icant phenomenon. Therefore, we can effectively exclude most erroneous neutron detection

coincidences by identifying these events and analyzing them separately. The shape of these

segments has light collection implications and so the shape was determined using a separate

type of simulation, which I describe in the next section.

8.4. Light Collection Efficiency

A serious limitation encountered during the previous β-delayed neutron emission exper-

iments with the BPT was an unexpectedly high β threshold in the plastic ∆E-E detectors.

Any β particles that deposited less than about 70 keV of energy into the ∆E detector did

not produce a signal above the electronic threshold and was not recorded. In order to probe

the cause of this threshold, I performed a series of simulations on the ∆E-E plastsic tele-

scope system. Typically our simulations ignore complicating factors like light collection and
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instead record only the total amount of energy deposited into detector volumes. Post pro-

cessing applies efficiency cuts to model thresholds and detector efficiencies. Since we wished

to examine the source of the β threshold, I altered the simulations to model the finer details

of a β detection in the plastic detector. Rather than simply record the energy deposited in

the plastic, I had the plastic simulate the optical photons produced during a scintillation

event. By including the light guides we can model the actual transportation of these optical

photons from the detector to the photomultiplier tube (PMT).

The first question these simulations can help answer is the shape of the ∆E-E segments.

The two proposed designs we investigated are shown in Figure 8.5. The first is a simple

lateral and vertical bisection creating four equally sized squares. The second design is four

equally sized triangles created using diagonal bisections. The main concern which dictates

the choice of segment design is light collection. Therefore, the simulations to decide the

segmentation scheme focused on scintillation photons that escape the edge(s) on which the

light guides will be attached. In order to probe this property of the differently shaped

segments, individual segments were simulated using Geant4. These segments were attached

to a mock light guide and the number of photons that escape the end of the light guide

was counted. The triangular segment allowed approximately 20% more light to escape the

detector. This difference is likely the result of a more simple and straight-forward light guide

geometry for the triangular segment. The long side with no corners allows more light to

traverse the light guide directly.

With optical photon simulation it became clear that the design of the light guides them-

selves contribute to a great deal of loss of light between the scintillator detector and the

PMT. Every time a photon comes into contact with the mylar foil that encases the light

guide and detector, it has a chance to be absorbed rather than reflected. Since this effect

dominates our loss of light, we can increase light transportation efficiency by reducing the

number of reflections encountered between detector and PMT. A few ways to accomplish this

task were investigated and will be implemented in the design for the new detector system.
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Figure 8.5. The two proposed segmentation schemes, square vs triangle.

A schematic for the modules used in the BPT is shown in Figure 8.6. The light guide

attaches to the ∆E detector, curves 90◦, traverses the long edge of the E detector, and

crooks twice before making contact with the PMT. This is an inherently unfavorable design

for light collection efficiency but is unfortunately necessary due to physical constraints on the

detector module size. Although major changes to the light guide shape (such as removing all

bends) cannot be accomplished, some minor changes can be made to decrease the number

of reflections before entering the PMT.

The first change that can be made involves the length of the light guides. This length is

dictated by the depth of the E detector since the PMT must slide in behind the E detector.

The purpose of the E detector in any ∆E-E telescope is to have an infinite effective thickness

to the particles it is intended to detect. The idea is that all particles are completely stopped

and thus deposit all of their energy into the E detector. For the BPT, this detector was

made to be 4 inches thick. This thickness is sufficient to stop β particles with energies of

approximately 30 MeV. We expect a maximum β energy of approximately 15 MeV so we can

actually shorten our E detector by 2 inches without a loss of efficiency. This translates to a

reduction in light guide length from 18 cm to 9 cm. With a shorter path to travel there is a

lower average number of reflections needed to make it from the detector to the PMT. Since

each interaction with the boundary of the light guide presents a chance for the photons to
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Figure 8.6. This is a cross-sectional drawing of the ∆E-E telescope module used in the 2013
campaign of BPT experiments at CARIBU.
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Figure 8.7. A schematic view of the ∆E-E telescope module edited to show flared light guide
design.

be absorbed rather than reflected, this is the primary source of light loss in our system. In

addition to shortening them, we can remove a few of the crooks in the light guides, which

introduce an unnecessary number of reflections between emission in the detector and the

PMT. The original design for the ∆E-E telescope exhibits two 30◦ crooks so that the PMT

can fit behind the telescope. By removing these crooks and replacing them with a flared

design (shown in Figure 8.7) we can again reduce the number of reflections photons encounter

between detector and PMT.

In order to investigate the effect these changes have on light transport, simulations were

performed using groups of 350 keV electrons that bombard the detector face in evenly spaced

locations. The output of these simulations were the optical scintillation photons exiting the

light guide. Ultimately it is more useful to compare the percentage of photons that reach

the PMT as a percentage of the total photons that are created as a product of scintillation.

Table 7.3 shows the results of these simulations. What we find is that approximately 2.5
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Table 8.3. The results of the two light guide adjustments. Results are reported as an average
percentage of photons produced by scintillation that escape the light guide and make contact
with the PMT.

Light Guide Adjustment Comparison
18-cm Light Guide 9-cm Light Guide

Crooked Light
Guide

0.67 % 0.77 %

Flared Light Guide 1.4 % 1.73 %

times as much light escapes the short, flared light guides as the long, crooked design used in

the BPT. We expect this to lower the β energy detection threshold from 70 keV to about 30

keV.

8.5. Conclusions and Commissioning

β-delayed neutron emission as a phenomenon has applications in fields ranging from nu-

clear structure to nuclear reactor operation and the non-proliferation of nuclear weapons.

Additionally, β-delayed neutron emission plays a key role in r-process nucleosynthesis. De-

termining branching ratios of isotopes that undergo β-delayed neutron emission will improve

nuclear structure models and allow for a more accurate prediction of the abundance of r-

process elements. In order to determine β-delayed neutron emission branching ratios, a time

of flight method will be employed using a dedicated ion trap that has finished the design

phase.

The next generation ion trap will be known as the BEtA-Recoil Trap (BEARtrap).

Through the use of extensive simulations, BEARtrap was designed using the BPT currently

installed at Argonne National Laboratory as a jumping off point. Several upgrades and

improvements were made for the next generation trap. BEARtrap features rod electrodes

in place of the BPT’s plates in order to minimize backgrounds from ions outside the ion

cloud. Additionally, the size and location of the MCPs and ∆E-E telescopes were altered to

increase the geometric efficiency seen in the BPT by a factor of 3. Segmentation was also

added to the ∆E detector as a means of rejecting neutron detection in the telescope. This

eliminates a significant background present in previous experiments using the BPT. Finally
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adjustments to the light guides were made to increase the light collection efficiency of the

∆E detector. We expect the adjustments to lower the β threshold by as much as 50%. This

is significant as the β threshold lowered the overall efficiency of the BPT to detect β-recoil

coincidences.

Now that the design for BEARtrap has been finalized, construction and commissioning

are the final requirements before original research can be performed using BEARtrap. At the

time of this dissertation, components for BEARtrap are being assembled. The commissioning

process will include examination of the decay of two unstable isotopes: 92Rb and 137I. These

isotopes have well studied decay schemes. 92Rb decays via simple β-decay to the ground

state of 92Sr 95.2(7)% of the time [61]. This makes it an ideal candidate to characterize the

response of the β detectors. 137I, on the other hand, is a well-studied β-delayed neutron

emitter. With a branching ratio of Pn = 7.14(23)% [58] and well-known neutron energy

spectrum, 137I is an ideal candidate to characterize BEARtrap’s β-delayed neutron emission

response. In addition to the commissioning run, beam time has already been secured for

a pair of original scientific experiments. These will follow the successful commissioning of

BEARtrap and will take place at Argonne National Laboratory.
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Chapter 9. β-Delayed Neutron Studies and BEARtrap Conclu-

sions

The neutron capture process responsible for the production of the other half of elements

heavier than iron is the r-process. The rapid capture of neutrons produces highly unstable,

neutron-rich nuclei that decay back to stability after the the neutrons are all consumed.

β-decay is the most common mode of decay for these r-process isotopes, however, β-delayed

neutron emission is energetically allowed for these neutron-rich isotopes. β-delayed neutron

emission has the effect of broadening the r-process peaks created by waiting points at closed

neutron shells and evening out the jagged features caused by pairing effects. In order to

predict the influence β-delayed neutron emission has on r-process abundances, the branching

ratios must be measured. Additionally, the emitted neutron energy spectrum is of interest

to r-process calculations as well as simulations of the neutron flux in nuclear reactors. The

second part of this thesis explains the design and future construction of a next generation

ion trap called BEARtrap dedicated to performing β-delayed neutron studies.

The unstable isotopes synthesized by the r-process decay back to stability after the neu-

tron freeze out phase. For neutron-rich isotopes, there are two decay modes that can be

taken back to stability: β-decay and β-delayed neutron emission. When nuclei β-decay,

the nucleon number is preserved but β-delayed neutron emission leads to a loss of nucleons.

This has the effect of spreading the peaks in the r-process abundance curve created by closed

shells and evening out the jagged curve caused by pairing effects. Knowing the β-delayed

neutron emission branching ratios is crucial to constructing theoretical models for higher

neutron emission multiplicities that are used to predict the final r-process abundances.

9.1. Results of Previous Work

The recoil-ion time-of-flight technique described in this thesis allows for measuring the

branching ratio and neutron energy spectrum simultaneously. This is accomplished through

trapping radioactive ions and detecting not the neutrons but the βs and recoiling ions.
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Figure 9.1. A comparison of the known neutron energy spectrum of 137I (blue) to that
measured during the proof of principle experiment (red) [50].

A proof-of-principle experiment was carried out successfully using the BPT at Argonne

National Laboratory. 137I was chosen to explore the efficacy of the time-of-flight technique

because it has both a well measured neutron energy spectrum and a well known branching

ratio. The accepted value for the β-delayed neutron emission branching ratio of 137I is Pn =

7.33±0.38% while the value found using the time-of-flight technique in the proof-of-principle

experiment was Pn = 6.95 ± 0.76% [50]. Figure 9.1 shows the neutron energy spectrum

measured during the same experiment. Recall that the strength of this technique lies in

its ability to measure the branching ratio and the neutron energy spectrum simultaneously

without detection of the neutron. This makes the time-of-flight technique particularly useful

going forward when isotopes for which no information is known will be studied.

Follow up experiments using the BPT with more detectors showed improved results for

both the neutron energy spectrum as well as the branching ratio. Figure 9.2 shows the neu-

tron energy spectrum measured by Czeszumska et al [52]. Both the precision and the neutron

energy resolution have been improved between this measurement and the proof-of-principle

experiment. The work of this thesis shows that we expect even greater improvements in such
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Figure 9.2. A comparison of the previously measured neutron energy spectrum of 137I (gray)
to that measured during the BPT experiment (blue) [52].

measurements using the next-generation ion trap for β-delayed neutron emission studies. In

addition to the improved measurement of the neutron energy spectrum, the branching ratio

was measured with a higher precision. Recall that the proof-of-principle experiment con-

cluded that the branching ratio of 137I was Pn = 6.95 ± 0.76%. The result of the follow-up

experiment is that the branching ratio is Pn = 7.18± 0.50%. When comparing these results

to the accepted IAEA value of Pn = 7.33± 0.38% we find agreement with both results but

a greater precision with the follow-up result. This precision will be further improved with

BEARtrap.

9.2. BEARtrap

Once the principle of the time-of-flight technique had been proven and follow-up exper-

iments had been performed, design efforts began to create a dedicated ion trap to perform

these studies. This new trap will be called the BEtA-Recoil trap (BEARtrap). BEARtrap is

based off of the Beta Paul Trap (BPT) used in the previous experiments and explored design

improvements using a combination of SIMION and Geant4 simulations. The BPT’s plate

electrodes will be replaced with rod electrodes to reduce background from β scattering off the
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electrodes, the size and distance of the detectors will be changed to increase geometric effi-

ciency, the plastic detectors will be segmented to allow for identification of neutron-recoil ion

coincidences, and the light guide design will be adjusted to increase light collection efficiency

thus lowering the β detection threshold. All of these changes to the design of the BPT will

allow BEARtrap to perform β-delayed neutron emission studies with greater precision. The

design for BEARtrap is finalized and the components are currently being assembled. Com-

missioning beam time has already been awarded at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) for

92Rb (a simple β emitter) and 137I (β-delayed neutron emission precursor isotope). These

isotopes were chosen because they have well studied decays and can be made with high beam

intensities at CARIBU at ANL. Once BEARtrap has been properly commissioned, its scien-

tific campaign will likely begin with 134−136Sn for r-process nucleosynthesis and 98m,99−103Y

for nuclear energy considerations.
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